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Abstract
Industrial application of non-destructive analytical techniques still faces a chal-
lenge of lack of general and specialty models for quality evaluation. Current de-
velopments strive to alleviate this problem by the development of new cost ef-
fective equipment. In the food industry, and especially the horticultural industry,
two spectroscopic methods seem to lead the way in terms of analytical variety,
advancement in software for data handling and analysis, and relevance. The tech-
niques in question are nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and near-infrared (NIR)
spectroscopy. This project used practical experimental studies of fruit quality, us-
ing both techniques, to further research towards their non-destructive and online
application, especially for horticultural products. A SQUID-NMR (Bm = 1Gauss)
system was used to study the ripening of banana and predict its ripening index.
Measurements of the NMR spin-lattice (T1) and the spin-spin (T2) relaxation times
were acquired prior to destructive measurements. Various physico-chemical at-
tributes were monitored for changes during the ripening process. Four out of six
measurements, taken over a period of 10 days of storage (at 15 oC and 85%RH),
were significantly different. Average T2 gave less promising results than average
T1, that was highly correlated to attributes that changed during ripening, namely,
lightness, L* (r=0.61), chromaticity coefficient, b* (r=0.65), totoal soluble solids, TSS
(r= 0.72), sugar:acid ratio, TSS/TA (r=0.82), chromaticity coefficient, a* (r=0.84) and
hue angle, h (r=-0.85). Correlations with T2 were found for TSS (r=-0.53), TSS/TA
(-0.54) b* (-0.58) and pH (r=0.70), all significant at p<0.05. The ripening index was
defined subjectively, based on the visual standards of the ripening index in banana.
Average T1 distinctively explained the variance in ripening index, together with
TSS, TSS/TA color parameters a* and h and total color difference. Calculation of
the multicomponent distribution of T1 resulted in two components, one slow and
another fast. Improvements in consistency of the transform is still required before
it can be used for further analysis and accurate peak assignment. The results above
show that there are opportunities of using SQUID detected NMR spectral data in
the T1 domain for further studies of banana quality, and very likely other fruits as
well. It is apparent that issues of temperature dependence of T1 should be taken
iii
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into account in building more robust models. Fourier transform NIR (FT-NIR) was
used in studying internal quality and mechanical damage in apples. Using three
cultivars from two sources and three spectrometer modes from two FT-NIR spec-
trometers, we were able to account for the need of variability in building robust
models. Different levels of predictability for each attribute were obtained for dif-
ferent cultivars, using PLS regression methods. The predictive ability was differ-
ent between distinct spectral acquisition modes as well, but also depended on at-
tributes. It was noticed that, in all scenarios considered (single exclusive and all
inclusive cultivar or source), the emission head (EH) of the Matrix-F spectrometer
led to similar model performances as for the integrating sphere (IS) of the multi-
purpose analyzer (MPA) FT-NIR spectrometer, in models predicting TSS. Model
optimization was done successfully using both pre-processing methods and ge-
netic algorithms applied on PLS of non-processed spectra. The influence of either
cultivar or instrument on models predicting TA was different than that obtained for
TSS and for TSS/TA, and overall, with lower model performance. Results revealed
aspects that are likely to favor calibration transfers between the EH and IS acquisi-
tion modes. Bruising in apples is very common and quite intricate to detect if it is
internal or not showing on the outside yet. NIR, mostly multispectral, hyperspec-
tral imaging and visible spectrum (VIS) combined with NIR (VIS/NIR), have been
used frequently to distinguish between bruised and sound tissue of apple fruits. It
has been customary, as seen from many reports, that bruise studies by NIR calls for
variable selection. The study carried out on bruise damage in this project involved
variable selection by genetic algorithm, influenced by cultivar, and validated by a
variable importance in projection (VIP) method, that used a different approach to
the filter method. Favored wavebands were brought to light. Both methods were
compared to the literature. This may serve as a good basis for further development
towards online applications in the horticulture industry.
Overall, advanced prospects in applications of the two most highly developed
spectroscopic techniques to non-destructive fruit quality evaluation were identi-
fied and recommendations were given in light of possibilities for future industrial
application.
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Opsomming
Industriële toepassings van nie-destruktiewe analitiese tegnieke is tans skaars a.g.v.
’n gebrek aan spesialiteitsmodelle vir kwaliteitevaluering. Huidige ontwikkelinge
op hierdie gebied streef daarna om hierdie probleem op te los deur die ontwikkel-
ing van koste effektiewe nuwe toerusting. In die kosbedryf, en spesifiek die vrugtebedryf,
is daar twee spektroskopiese tegnieke wat tans die voortou neem t.o.v. anali-
tiese verskeidenheid, die vooruitgang in programmatuur vir dataverwerking, en
relevansie.Hierdie tegnieke is kern magnetiese resonasie (KMR) en naby-infrarooi
(NIR) spektroskopie. In hierdie projek is praktiese eksperimentele studies op vrugte
gedoen deur beide tegnieke te gebruik om hul toepaslikeid vir nie-destruktiewe
toetsing en aanlyn toepassings op vrugte te bepaal. ’n SQUID-KMR (Bm=1Gauss)
stelsel is gebruik om die rypwordingsproses van piesangs te bestudeer en om die
rypwordingsindeks te bepaal. ’n Verskeidenheid van fisio-chemiese eienskappe is
waargeneem gedurende die rypwordingsproses. Vier uit ses metings oor ’n tyd-
perk van 10 dae van berging (15◦C, 85%RH) was beduidend verskillend. Metings
van die KMR uitsterftyd T1 (spin-latwerk) en T2 (spin-spin) is geneem voordat de-
struktiewe metings gedoen is. Gemiddelde T2-metings het minder belowende re-
sultate gegee as T1-metings, wat hoogs gekorreleerd was t.o.v. eienskappe wat ve-
rander gedurende die rypwordingsproses, soos TA (r=-0.52), L* (r=0.61), b* (r=0.65),
TSS (r= 0.72), TSS/TA (r=0.82), a* (r=0.84) and h (r=-0.85). Korrelasie met T2 is
gevind vir TSS (r=-0.53), TSS/TA (-0.54) b* (-0.58) en pH (r=0.70), almal beduidend
met p<0.05. Die rypwordingsindeks is subjektief bepaal, gebaseer op visuele stan-
daarde van die rypwordingsineks van piesangs. Gemiddelde T1-metings kon die
variansie in die rypwordingsindeks, saam met TSS, TSS/TA, kleurparameters a*
en h en die totale kleurverskil, verklaar. Die bepaling van die multikomponent
verspreiding van T1 het twee komponente tot gevolg gehad, een stadig en die die
ander vinnig. Verbeteringe in die herhaalbaarhied van die transform is egter nodig
voordat verdere analise en die betroubare indentifisering van pieke gedoen kan
word. Die verkreë resultate wys egter dat daat geleenthede is vir die gebruik van
SQUID-gemete KMR spektrale data in die T1-gebied vir verdere studies van die
gehalte van piesangs, en waarskynlik ook ander vrugte. Dit is egter belangrik dat
v
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die temperatuurafhanklikheid van T1 in berekening gebring moet word wanneer
meer robuuste modelle ontwikkel moet word.
Fourier transform NIR metings is gebruik om die interne gehalte en meganiese
skade in appels te bestudeer. Drie kultivars van twee verskillende bronne, en
drie spektrometer modusse van twee FT-NIR spektrometers is gebruik om robu-
uste modelle te bou. Verskillende vlakke van voorspelbaarheid vir elke eienskap is
verkry vir verskillende kultivars, deur van PLS regressiemetodes gebruik te maak.
Die voorspelbaarheid was ook verskillend tussen die spesifieke verkrygingsme-
todes, en was ook afhanklik van die eienskappe. Dit is waargeneem in al die sce-
nario’s (enkel-inklusief en alles-inklusief, asook bron) dat die emissie kop (EK) van
die Matrix-F spektrometer tot dieselfde model gedrag gelei het as vir die integr-
erende sfeer (IS) van die veeldoelige analiseerder (VDA) FT-NIR spektrometer, in
alle modelle wat TSS voorspel het. Modeloptimisering is suksesvol gedoen deur
beide voorafprosseringsmetodes en genetiese algoritmes toe te pas op PLS van nie-
geprosesseerde spektra. Die invloed van kultivar of die tipe instrument op modelle
wat TA voorspel, was verkillend van modelle wat TSS en TSS/TA voorpspel, en
in die geheel met slegter modelprestasie. Die resultate het getoon dat sekere as-
pekte waarskynlik voorkeur sal toon vir kalibrasie oordrag tussen EK en IS verkry-
gingsmodusse.
Kneusing in appels kom dikwels voor en is moeilik om waar te neem, veral as
die skade nog nie ekstern sigbaar is nie. NIR, meestal multispektraal, hiperspek-
traal en VIS/NIR, word dikwels gebruik om tussen beskadigde en nie-beskadigde
weefsel in appels te onderskei. Dit blyk uit talle navorsingsverslae dat dit gebruik-
lik is om veranderlike seleksie te doen met NIR. In hierdie studie op kneusingskade
is veranderlike seleksie deur genetiese algoritmes, soos beïnvloed deur kultivar, ge-
doen en gevalideer deur die veranderlike belangrikheid in projeksie (VBP) metode,
wat ’n ander benadering is as die filtermetode. Voorkeur golflengtebande is hieruit
geïdentifiseer. Beide metodes is met die literatuur vergelyk. Die navorsing is ’n
goeie basis vir toekomstige ontwikkelinge in aanlyntoepassings in die vrugtebedryf.
Addisionele gevorderde toepassings van twee hoogsontwikkelde spektroskopiese
tegnieke om nie-destruktiewe evaluasie van vrugtegehalte te doen, is geïdenti-
fiseer. Aanbevelings vir toekomstige industrietoepassings is gemaak aan die hand
van die belowende nuwe toepassings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and problem statement
Fruits and vegetables account for an integral part of food consumption. They are
consumed as fresh produce and used in juice and wine making, and in cooked
foods. Fresh fruit constituted an important part of up to (50%) of the total expor-
tation of agricultural products in South Africa, valued to R26 billion ($ 2.4 billion)
in 2014 [1]. The demand for high quality delivery require the availability of better
technologies for quality control.
Quality testing and control of agricultural products are of key importance to en-
sure good quality of the products sold to consumers. It is also useful in determining
appropriate time to harvest of the crops that are still in the field, and it provides a
good way of grading the products before packaging for delivery. Knowledge of
the appropriate harvest times is very important to ensure long storage periods for
fruits and optimal ripening after harvest [2, 3]. Quality testing is best achieved
by non-destructive methods, as they prevent postharvest losses, which is seen as
one of the ways of reducing food shortages in the world [2]. The existing non-
destructive technologies for internal quality are expensive, require a high level of
expertise, or are time consuming. To improve effectiveness in quality control one
should prioritize simple non-destructive techniques, requiring minimum expertise,
and affordable for both large and small scale farmers or industrial companies. Nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) are among
the most versatile analytical tools for non-destructive quality evaluation applicable
in the food industry [4].
The NMR is used to elucidate the properties of studied materials by exploiting
the relaxation processes of nuclear spin magnetization. It has demonstrated a lot of
potential for quality testing, particularly for portable and ex-situ systems [5], and
further exploitation of the technique is thought to be best achievable through col-
1
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laborative research [6]. The interest in this technique is based on, amongst others,
its simplicity of operation [7], its ability to probe internal quality, its non-destructive
nature, it being non-laborious and its cost and time effectiveness.
Most of the latest technological developments of this technique have been fo-
cusing on developing systems working at low-field, which is best achieved by uti-
lizing a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) as the sensor and
proving its potential in various applications [8, 9, 10]. The extent to which it can
be used is not completely known, and the interpretation of the results of measure-
ments is not fully understood. Full protocols for quality detection of most fruit
types already studied are nonexistent.
Dedicated investigation of the applicability of the technique to agricultural prod-
ucts would revolutionize the technology in the food industry, especially for probing
internal quality on automated sorting lines or portable devices, which has been a
challenge to implement so far. These hurdles are associated to many things, as ex-
plained in [6], and to implement such a full prototype, one needs to start from a
focused specific application (specific type of fruit or attribute). There is still plenty
of room to further the progress of implementing SQUID-NMR for routine mea-
surements, and it is understood that extensive studies of the specific application
precedes the inclusion of all its features that are needed in the measurement sys-
tem.
To implement the SQUID-NMR technique for such industrial applications, it is
required to establish models usable for routine measurements. Such models are
expected to be at the simplest, based on attributes that are highly correlated to
measurable NMR parameters, the relaxation times in this case [11].
The establishment of models usable for routine measurements would be a key
requirement for developing SQUID-NMR systems that meet the required degree of
user-friendliness, and thus improve competitiveness of growers on the local and
international market. This would improve the quality of produce supplied to the
market and the nutritional value for fruit consumers, and help prevent or reduce
losses emanating from defects developed in products stored during export.
NIR/IR spectroscopy is also arguably the most advanced analytical technology
in quality testing of food stuff, especially in terms of adaptability of design, possi-
ble and actual applications, data analytical tools there associated, etc. Some of its
limitations may lie in the issue of the radiation’s penetration depth which depends
on the nature of the material under study. As an example, the thick rind of citrus
fruits makes it difficult to probe internal quality of whole, unpeeled fruits. In some
cases where the NIRS can’t provide enough information as desired, mid-infrared
spectroscopy, mass or Raman spectroscopic techniques may be used conjointly to
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complement or shine more light to the subject matter. Handheld NIR devices and
online NIR systems have had the main attention in the application to horticultural
industry [12, 13]. Even though NIR hyperspectral imaging made it possible for on-
line sorting [14], it’s still an expensive equipment and faces challenges related to
high speeds used on conveyor belt in real industrial application. Also, every ap-
plication (type of product, features to be studied, etc.) requires its own model(s)
and calibration transfers from one spectrometer to another requires expert’s hand
and may require modifications or extended studies [15]. In South Africa, and likely
allover Africa, such advanced systems and calibrations appropriate for locally pro-
duced agricultural products are scarce and non-existent in some countries. Sub-
stantial evidence to this can be drawn from research reports summarized in Table
2.1. There is not only a need to introduce low-cost non-destructive techniques,
but also to study the feasibility of their implementation (e.g. adaptability to small
scale farmers’ needs) and build calibrations that are appropriate for local produce.
The emission head of the ’Bruker’ Matrix-F FT-NIR system is one typical design in-
tended for process monitoring that allows for large sample sizes and a tool towards
online applications.
The two high-end analytical technologies mentioned above constituted the fo-
cus this research.
1.2 Aims and objectives
A study that investigates the usability of low-field NMR to predict quality of differ-
ent fruit types was conducted, and a model for predicting maturity of fruit based
on monitoring changes in ripening banana was proposed.
Also evaluated, was the usability of the Matrix-F FT-NIR in non-destructive
quality testing of fruit in reference with laboratory standard FT-NIR spectrometers.
The objectives were to:
* Explore the untapped potentials of the SQUID-detected NMR for its applica-
tions to agricultural products.
* Characterize fruit quality (both internal and external) using averaged fre-
quency domain and time domain relaxation time and propose answers to
some issues related to peak assignment.
* Further studies of internal quality of fruits using FT-NIR techniques in differ-
ent scenarios implying the inclusion of biological variability.
* Explore genetic algorithm based model optimization at predicting some in-
ternal quality attributes.
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* Study the performance of the Matrix-F FT-NIR spectrometer in light of online
applications and calibration transfer issues.
* Study the feasibility of detecting external damage in fruit (differentiation be-
tween bruised and healthy tissue in apple fruit cultivars and predicting bruise
severity)
* Investigate variable selection and model optimization as applied to the study
of bruising damage.
* Provide insight on the performance of the online use-oriented FT-NIR system
(Matrix-F) in reference to the standard laboratory use FT-NIR system (multi-
purpose analyzer - MPA).
1.3 Structure of the dissertation
The next chapter gives an overview of the background literature on the recent de-
velopments related to the aspects addressed in this project.
In Chapter 3, a detailed account of the methodology used in this study, includ-
ing experimental design and execution, and data analysis is provided. Dedicated
sections were used to present methodologies for individual chapters.
Chapter 4 focused on aspects of fruit quality studies using SQUID-NMR by
probing different quality attributes, both external and internal, in banana fruit dur-
ing ripening. Both the average and multicomponent NMR relaxation times were
used as parameters for non-destructive method.
NIRS-based studies of internal fruit quality were reported in Chapter 5. Apple
fruit soluble solids content, titratable acids and their ratio were used to build pre-
diction model using NIR spectra as predictor. Models optimization was performed
in different scenarios involving apple cultivars and spectrometer variability by us-
ing pre-processing and genetic algorithms.
In Chapter 6, bruise damage in apple fruit was investigated using different NIR
spectrometers, techniques of model optimization and variable selection were used
to specify regions of the spectra that best describe the aspects of bruising in apples.
A summary of the findings is discussed in Chapter 7 and concluding remarks
and future research prospects are given.
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Literature Study
2.1 Fruit quality: concept and evaluation
Quality is understood as all those characteristics of a fruit (including sensory and
perception related characteristics) that lead to a consumer’s satisfaction. Conve-
nience and health remain key motives for consumers selecting items of fruit, and
changes in consumer awareness and response to health issues has an impact on
fruit sales [16]. Diverse science disciplines such as psychology, marketing, eco-
nomics, postharvest, and sensory science have studied consumer responses to fruit,
so the context of consumer preferences can be viewed in different perspectives, and
can thus be complementary. Quality control and evaluation can take place at many
stages of the value chain and is essential for deciding fruit market value. Methods
for quality evaluation can be either subjective (human senses are used) or objective
(more precise, use instrumentation). During quality evaluation, fruit may be de-
stroyed (entirely or partially) and the method used is destructive. Non-destructive
methods leave the fruit samples intact. More on quality attributes diversification,
classification and evaluation methods can be found in [17, 18, 19].
2.1.1 Non-destructive methods
Non-destructive methods are useful, not only because they don’t waste the sam-
ple, but also because it can be used in the field before and after harvesting. They
provide a possibility for measuring multiple attributes simultaneously and may al-
low for rapid online use for sorting and grading of products [17]. Non-destructive
methods make it possible to detect both external quality, such as shape, size and de-
fects, and internal quality which include internal defects, rots, internal breakdown,
granulation, dehydration, etc. Cameras are commonly used for fruit sorting based
on color, and are applicable even on commercial packing lines. On the other hand,
5
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered the most successful technique in
detecting internal defects, relative to its competitors (optical, X-rays and acoustic
wave based techniques) [20, 21, 22, 23]. However, it is too expensive and needs
advanced technical expertise. It is thus not yet fit for industrial use. Online sorting
based on sugars (total soluble solids) or similar attributes, and mobile devices us-
able in the orchard, has been achieved using NIR spectroscopy and hyperspectral
imaging [14, 4]. Nevertheless, the number of attributes that are currently used for
online sorting is limited and could be increased by building specific models that
are appropriate to the attributes to be used.
2.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance
2.2.1 Definition and history
It is in 1943 that Stern discovered the magnetic moment of a proton. A year later,
Rabi developed a resonance method to record such a property. The radar technol-
ogy developed during World War II influenced many of the electronic aspects of
the NMR spectrometer and made it possible for the first development of the re-
lated spectroscopy by teams at Stanford and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in 1946 [24]. The first measurements of Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
were realized by Bloch and Purcell, winning them a Nobel price for Physics in
1952. Soon after, NMR emerged as a triumphant spectroscopic tool for exploring
the composition and chemical environment of molecules in the liquid state [25],
leading to high resolution NMR techniques in 1991, by Ernst Wuthrich. Applica-
tions have spread from chemistry [26] to medicine, food industry and many more.
Figure 2.1 summarizes the evolution of NMR technology, from inception to present
and future.
2.2.2 Magnetic resonance domains
NMR spectrometry is alluded to in terms of resolution or field strength. Usually,
the higher the magnetic field used the higher the resolution. The field strength in-
creases with homogeneity, complexity and of course, with cost. Low-field regimes
are usually used in time-domain instead of frequency domain, and are appropriate
for quality control using relaxation and diffusion studies (relaxometry and diffu-
sometry). They are also the way to go for industrial applications. A summary of
NMR regimes is given in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: The evolution of NMR technology: from inception to present and future [27]
2.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance at low fields
The term low-field is commonly used in NMR systems that work in the kilohertz
regime and below, while the megahertz regime is called high-field [28]. The detec-
tion of the decaying NMR signal (FID) and the methods used in spectral transforms
present different levels of challenge from one NMR regimes to the other, and thus
are mostly different. Detection of the NMR signal at low fields is best done by
using superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), while Faraday de-
tectors are most popular for high-field NMR detection [18]. In extremely complex
multicomponent, multiphase systems with high heterogeneity from molecular to
macroscopic scales, such as real food (mostly soft solid) items, low-field (LF) NMR
has real proven potential in probing food functionality in real time changing situa-
tions (storage, processing, etc.) [29]. LF NMR relaxation and diffusion studies have
mostly been one-dimensional and are essentially single nucleus measurements at
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Figure 2.2: The trend of NMR technology field- and application-wise [10]
a fixed frequency, which in some cases may not allow to exploit the huge amount
of information potentially available in the NMR signal. Multidimension relaxom-
etry and diffusometry have opened doors for more possibilities for NMR based
research in foodstuff [29]. It has also been reported that at LF, open access, one
sided, and most generally low cost NMR systems that allow for non-destructive
measurements can be developed [30, 31]. Imaging of some materials that normally
couple with applied magnetic fields causing susceptibility artifacts broadens reso-
nance lines at high fields. It becomes easy at LF and ultraULF where these artifacts
become significantly reduced [32].
2.4 Using SQUIDs to detect Low-field NMR signal
Detecting NMR signal at low-fields and ultra low-fields requires the use of a super-
conducting magnetometer (SQUID), a magnetic flux-to-voltage converter of very
high sensitivity with a response that is independent of frequency [32]. This solves
the problem that Faraday detection, usually employed in conventional systems, is
difficult to measure at LF and ULF, since in conventional detectors, the induced
voltage signal scales with the Larmor frequency. Progress in improving the quality
of ULF NMR detection and exploiting its full potential is continuously being made
in different areas of application, including food contaminant detection [33, 34].
Matlashov and coworkers reported on the first MRI system that uses a SQUID gra-
diometer in the microtesla range (1 Gauss). It was tested in Albuquerque airport
for non-invasive detection of liquids in 2008 [9]. SQUIDs have allowed for simul-
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taneous measurements of biomagnetic signals (magnetocardiography and magne-
tomyography) by NMR, which is a capability that conventional rivals cannot offer.
This offers a way of increasing efficacy and decreasing errors in current techniques
of neuroimaging [35]. Michelle Espy, in her review, reported that the achieved
performance in SQUID-based ULF systems is not without challenges and critical
advances are to be made over the next few years if it is to move past the work of a
few research groups [36]. More about designs and applications of SQUID detected
LF and ULF NMR can be found in [8, 37, 38].
2.5 The nature of NMR relaxation and relaxometry
Applications of low-field NMR in the industry are commonly based on relaxation
time analysis. NMR spectroscopy is part of a wide range of physical methods that
are represented by a sum of exponential decays. Some other related methods are
fluorescence spectroscopy and chemical relaxation. In chemically or physically het-
erogeneous systems such as vegetal tissue, relaxation decays are of a multiexpo-
nential nature [39]. Information about processes like exchange and diffusion, and
compartmentalization, can result from the analysis of these decays. Multiexponen-
tial decay analysis is done by various mathematical methods, and they are based
on either a discrete number of exponential terms (e.g. Marquardt algorithm)or
continuous distribution of relaxation terms (inverse Laplace transform with Pade´
approximation, linear prediction, etc. [40]).
2.5.1 Multiexponential relaxation curve fitting
In the course of developments of NMR imaging Bakker and Vriend proposed a
’simplified’ bi-exponential model for implementation in quantitative MRI. All bi-
ological tissues tested, were found to be best bi-exponentially characterized with
mostly two components of T1 (T11<20ms and T12>300ms), except for fat [41]. Musse
and coworkers in their study of postharvest ripening of tomato fruit based on T1
and T2 relaxometry used both the maximum entropy method [39] and the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm [42] to obtain multicomponent relaxation distributions. Changes
in both characteristic times were found to depend on the tissue type and matched
fairly well between fruit [43]. Pedersen et al. devised a method, named SLICING,
for two-dimensional and noniterative T2 decomposition of low-field NMR data,
similar to other algorithms like DECRA [44] and MATRIXFIT [45]. Relaxation times
distributions are used to characterize fluid content, type and pore size in porous
media [46, 47, 48]. Various other methods have been used in various instances for
the determination of the multicomponent distribution of relaxation times and for
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solving the issues related to the inversion problem. Related details, including the
method’s limitations and/or practical uses, can be found in [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 43].
2.5.2 Inverse Laplace Transform
The Fourier transformed NMR shows resolved signals from a nuclear magnetiza-
tion that depends on more than one resonance frequency, in the frequency space.
However, there are several systems where heterogeneity of the sample is not re-
flected on anisochronicity in the NMR frequency spectrum, which becomes a hin-
drance in conducting a detailed study. This heterogeneity is reflected in the spin
relaxation times T1 and T2 [54] and achievable only at low fields where chemical
shifts are not resolved [55].
Relaxation experiments give indirect measurements that are linear integral trans-
forms (2.5.4) of quantities to be estimated [56]. Different proton pools within a
sample are each characterized by different relaxation times, so the data is best rep-
resented as a normalized continuous distribution of relaxation times. Within this
framework, the observed signal, M(t), is now given by
M(t) = M∞
∫
dT1P(T1)[1− 2e−t/T2 ] (2.5.1)
or
M(t) = M(0)
∫
dT2P(T2)e−t/T2 . (2.5.2)
The expressions (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) are Laplace transforms of the probability
P(T1) and P(T2) respectively. These can be called relaxation time spectra and are
obtained by inversion of the Laplace transformation of the signal M(t). In the 2D
relaxation spectra, protons with the same T2, but different T1 values, can be re-
solved. This is achieved by combining both parts so that the observed signal be-
comes a 2D matrix M(t1, t2), such that
M(t1, t2) = M∞
∫
dT1
∫
dT2P(T1, T2)× [1− 2e−t/T1 ]e−t/T2 . (2.5.3)
The Inverse Laplace Transform, as it is generally understood, can be repre-
sented by a function f (t) = L(g(R)), such that
f (t) =
∫ ∞
0
g(R)e−RtdR, (2.5.4)
where R = 1/T is the relaxation rate, g(R) = L−1( f (t)) a certain function of R
to be estimated. L is the Laplace operator. To elucidate the sample heterogene-
ity based on relaxation processes, one has to deal with inverting linear operator
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equations and these are generally ill-posed problems (there exists many possible
solutions which fit to the data within experimental error). Hence, the inversion
is not straightforward, and statistical regularization methods are required. Some
methods include maximum entropy and non-negative least squares [56, 54].
The first algorithm with capabilities to perform ILT of NMR data was intro-
duced in 1982 by S W Provencher, and given a name ’CONTIN’ [57]. Lee and
co-workers introduced a pulse sequence that enabled detection of exchange be-
tween species with different transverse relaxation rate constants, for 2D ILT NMR
[54]. Nowadays two algorithms (’WINDXP’ and ’UPENWIN’) are available, that
are capable to perform the transform, and represent data in a flexible graphical
form [58, 59, 55, 60, 61]. The advent of a new algorithm for 2D Laplace inversion
in 2002 by Song et al., have revolutionized the use of low-field NMR. The algo-
rithm performs a constrained non-negative least squares fit on 2D data [62]. Ven-
turi and Hills proposed new protocols of acquiring 1D and 2D relaxation time spec-
tra, emphasizing their implementation on low-field benchtop systems that have no
pulse-shaping capabilities and equipped with constant non-switched gradient [55].
Resolved peaks arise from intra- and extra-cellular proton pools, from metabolites
and cell biopolymers, which are especially evident in 2D T1 − T2 relaxation spec-
tra. It is therefore evident that relaxation time spectra have far greater diagnostic
potential than single effective T1 or T2 spectra.
The uniform-penalty inversion (UPEN) algorithm is basically a least square
minimization routine involving some added penalty factors to the square error of
fit and curvature. Ghosh et al. use simulated CPMG data to study the accuracy of
the UPEN algorithm [63]. Since such an inverse problem is of ill-conditioned na-
ture, a small noise results in enormous change in the model estimate. Data synthe-
sized from a known T2 distribution helped estimate the accuracy of the algorithm.
They came up with some reliability measures of the computed models, which are
dependent to the SNR of the data.
Nonetheless, the progress made thus far promoting the use of low-field NMR,
and the interpretation of relaxation spectra of heterogeneous materials are not fully
understood, especially in agricultural products. Extensive studies need to be con-
ducted in the context of these proven new capabilities of the technique.
2.6 Applications of low-field NMR in horticultural
products
Low-field NMR has been vastly applied to study quality of horticultural products,
both fresh and processed. Table 2.1 summarizes some reported studies and their
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main findings. The regions (country) where the research was conducted, the NMR
field regime, the fruit characteristic studied and NMR parameter used in the study
are also indicated. More studies were reported on greek grape [64] and class greek
wine [65], almonds [66], apple fruit [67], potato [68], tomato (cell water distribution)
[69], lignin [70], orange juice [71] and more [72, 73].
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Product Quality Finding-summary MR-
parameter
Location NMR regime Reference
Apple Mealiness
Increasing mealiness
caused an increase in T2
MRI & NMR
water 1H T2
Belgium HF(100MHz) [74]
Corn
(sweet)
Maturity
A possibility for T2 based
models for the prediction of
sweet corn maturity to
determine harvest time
T2 USA HF(4,7T) [75]
Potato
(cooked)
Texture
LF-NMR (CPMG) relaxation
on raw potatoes can be
an alternative rapid method
for detecting sensory
texture of cooked potatoes.
Bi-exp T2 Denmark LF (0,47T) [76]
" Dry matter
T1, the CPMG relaxation
curves and the amplitudes
of T21 and T22 were highly
correlated with the dry
matter content
T1, T21 and T22,
CPMG curve
"
LF(0,47T) &
HF(7T)
[77]
Potato
(raw)
Texture
Quality templates for
calibration of the MRI
instrument can be developed,
enabling sorting for
desired quality attributes
T1 weighted
spin-echo images
" HF(7T) [78]
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Product Quality Finding-summary MR-
parameter
Location NMR regime Reference
Potato
(processed)
Starch
T1-T2 reveals differences
in types A and B starches
under the same treatment and
in A type starch under
two distinct processes.
2D T1-T2 cor-
relation
Norwich,
UK
LF(23.4MHz)
HF(300MHz)
[79]
Latex Stability
According to T2, the latex
continuously had significant
degradation after 6 months
of storage at ambient
conditions, when no chemical
or physical treatment is used
1H-T1,T2 RJ, Brazil LF (23MHz) [80]
Egg,
cellular tissue,
hydrocolloids
Results illustrate the
considerable potential of
2-D T1-T2 spectroscopy
for quality control in
the agro-food sector
2D T1-T2 cor-
relation
Norwich,
UK
[81]
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Product Quality Finding-summary MR-
parameter
Location NMR regime Reference
Tomato Ripening
A demonstration of macroscopic
structural changes as well as
the changes in the T2 and T1
with fruit maturity provided
knowledge on the ripening
process and important
information for further studies
of tomatoes and other fruit
T1, T2 Rennes
Cedex,
France
LF(0,2T) &
HF(0,47T)
[43]
Firmness
Correlation between T2 and
fruit firmness in two seasons
was poor. Experimental results
didn’t support continued
development of an NMR
sensor based on T2 differences
for in-line sorting of processing
tomatoes.
T2 Davis CA,
USA
LF(0,1T) [82]
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Product Quality Finding-summary MR-
parameter
Location NMR regime Reference
Banana Ripening
By analysis of T2 and D:
description of sub-cellular
water distribution,
changes of water dynamics
and possibility to measure
translational mobility of
water molecules in cellular
compartments
T2, D Roma, Italy LF(20MHz),
HF(11,7T)
[83]
"
The novel interpretation for
the increase in T2vac based
on reduction of Fe+3 and O2
concentration is an alternative
mechanism to that based on
the hydrolysis of starch in
amyloplasts
T2, D, T1-T2 Sao Paulo,
Brazil
HF(2,1T),
LF(2MHz)
[49]
Table 2.1: A summary of NMR spectroscopy and relaxometry ap-
plied to agricultural products, fresh and processed.
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2.7 Near-infrared spectroscopy
The technology of near-infrared spectroscopy is based on the interaction between
matter (molecular bonds) with the electromagnetic radiation in the near-infrared
range (780 - 2500nm). While mid-infrared induces vibrational changes in the molec-
ular bonds that can be exploited to characterize the material interacting with the
radiation, near-infrared allows for analyzing matter by exploiting the overtones of
the fundamental vibrational energy of the mid-infrared and combinations [84].
There exist a wide variety of NIR spectrometers with different capabilities based
on their specific design and application flexibilities. Hand-held NIR spectrometers
can be used ’on-field’ where temperature changes [85, 86], which normally affect
NIR measurements, can be regulated or taken into account automatically. Other de-
vices are fit for lab use only, whereas some, appropriate for online use, may accept
different terminals for radiation channeling, like fibre optics to access difficultly
reachable areas, such as pipeline or other processing systems.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that specific chemical bonds undergo certain effects
that depend on wavelength regions. In such an amalgamation of information it is
often necessary to use mathematical and/or statistical methods to extract relevant
information from the spectra.
2.8 NIR and Chemometrics
Chemometrics is the application of mathematical and statistical methods to im-
prove chemical measurements for the optimal obtention of relevant information
from chemical and physical measurements on material systems [87, 88]. Chemo-
metrics goes toe to toe with analytical methods, one of which is NIR spectroscopy.
Partial least squares (PLS) is one of the most common methods used to elucidate
the embedded information from NIR spectra. In horticultural products, various
PLS algorithms are used to build calibrations to elucidate various quality attributes
and is the basis of many wavelength selection techniques [89]. Guidetti et al. [90]
conducted non-destructive measurements with NIR on red grapes for quick pre-
diction of ripening parameters of fresh berries in the range of 450− 980nm. They
developed a handheld NIR device and used it to develop chemometric models for
Nebbiolo grapes (Italy). TSS, TA and phenolic content (by the Glories method)
were also measured using PLS-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean square errors
for calibration (RMSEC) and prediction (RMSEP) as modeling parameters. In a
study of browning (internal and external) of two white seedless grapes (Thomson
and Regal), Daniels [91] distinguished healthy from browned berries after storage
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by using PCA (test of accuracy on training and test datasets). No variable selec-
tion was done and all the different browning types were also used together. The
study of browning before harvesting is also possible. As per author’s recommen-
dation [91], further analysis of the data could be based on using variable selection
techniques like particle swarm optimization (PSO) to select certain wavelengths
strongly associated with the browning phenomenon and only on the main types
of browning (netlike on Regal Seedless and internal browning on Thompson Seed-
less) [91]. These examples and uncountably many other studies [92, 93, 94, 95, 96,
86, 97, 98, 15, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104] have shown the effectiveness of mathemat-
ical and statistical tools in extracting relevant information from the NIR spectral
data and adding to the board of knowledge of material properties, especially in
horticultural and food materials.
2.9 Spectral pre-processing techniques
NIR spectral data may carry effects of physical phenomena that are unwanted in
multivariate statistical analysis. Techniques for pre-processing of NIR spectra have
become an important part of chemometrics and are so often used to remove these,
allowing for the improvement of statistical models. These pre-processing tech-
niques are usually either spectral derivatives or scatter-correction methods [105],
as explained in the list below.
• Constant offset elimination: It is used to shift the spectra and set the y-minimum
to zero.
• Vector Normalization: In order to normalize a spectrum, it calculates the av-
erage intensity value and subtracts this value from the spectrum. Then the
spectrum is divided by the square root of the sum of the squared intensities,
subsequent to its calculation. As a typical example, this method can be used
to account for different samples thicknesses.
• Straight Line Subtraction: This fits a straight line to the spectrum and sub-
tracts it to account for a tilt in the spectrum, if any.
• Min-max Normalization: It will subtract a linear offset and then set the y-
maximum to a value of 2 by multiplication with a constant. The use is similar
to that of vector normalization.
• First Derivative: It calculates the first derivative of the spectrum, allowing to
emphasize steep edges of a pronounced peak, but with small features over a
broad background, as well as spectral noise enhancement.
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• Multiplicative Scatter Correction: Each spectrum undergoes a linear transfor-
mation in order to be best matched to the mean spectrum of the whole set.
This method is often used for spectra measured in diffuse reflection.
• Second Derivative: It gives a more drastic result, but is similar to the first
derivative.
2.10 Variable selection methods in PLS
NIR spectroscopy has proven usefulness in many areas of science and gains exten-
sive uses as an analytical tool. Variable selection for the reduction of high dimen-
sionality of the NMR data is important for improved interpretability. PLS regres-
sion being among the main modelling approaches associated with NIRS, is linked
to a number of variable selection methods. Mehmood and coworkers classify them
in three categories, namely filter, wrapper and embedded methods, based on how
they operate PLSR [106].
According to Mehmood, the so-called filter methods use the output from the
PLSR-algorithm to ’identify’ a subset of important variables under certain thresh-
old conditions of importance. ’Wrapper’ methods are essentially based on iter-
ating procedures between model fitting and variable selection. They can re-fit
the PLSR-model using variables identified by the filter methods, yielding reduced
models. The methods are mainly distinguished by the choice of the underlying
filter method and how the wrapping is implemented. Embedded methods do the
variable selection at component level. They operate as an integrated part of a mod-
ified PLSR-algorithm. Even though up to fifteen methods are mentioned, in their
remarks it is noted that it is difficult to find a method that always works better than
others. However, combined methods are likely to improve on individual methods.
Some methods do present advantages. Genetic algorithms, for instance, do not
need defining thresholds, since it can be set to perform independent random runs.
It is thus unlikely to get stuck at local minima. Methods to prevent over-fitting
are also established [107] and allows for not only effectively simplifying the model
through variable selection, but also optimizing it.
2.11 Genetic algorithms with PLS
Genetic algorithms are used in various search and optimization problems and are
based on principles of natural evolution. They use operators such as selection,
crossover and mutation, similarly to those happening naturally in chromosomes.
These operators direct the initial population towards convergence at the global op-
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timum, through time steps called generations [108]. Variables that yield fitted mod-
els showing higher performance (or fitness) have higher probability to survive the
selection and are included in variable sets in subsequent model refits [106]. Figure
2.3 is a flowchart showcasing the general view of a typical genetic algorithm.
Figure 2.3: A flowchart for a typical genetic algorithm
A typical genetic algorithm follows the following steps [109, 110]:
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1. Initialize population of variable sets by setting bits for each variable ran-
domly, where bit 1 represents inclusion of a corresponding variable and 0
represents exclusion. The approximate size of the variable sets must be set in
advance.
2. Fit a PLS model to each variable set and compute the performance (usually
error of prediction) by, for example, a preferred cross-validation method.
3. Select 50% of variable sets with highest performance to participate in the next
generation (run).
4. Perform crossover to generate offspring and then apply mutation on new
generation (both surviving set and their offsprings) to form a new popula-
tion. Both crossover and mutation are attached to certain probabilities.
5. Check for stopping criteria (usually a certain number of runs or an acceptable
error achieved).
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until stopping criteria are met.
2.12 Application of genetic algorithms to NIR spectroscopy
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used often to optimize PLS regression mod-
els (GA-PLS regression), and they were found capable of improving PLSR models.
Tewari and coworkers used genetic algorithms in combination with artificial neural
networks to develop a method for quantifying sugars and to classify citrus fruits
by origin using FT-NIR. PLS with HPLC reference data gave high correlation coeffi-
cient (R2 > 0.99). Correspondence analysis successfully classified citrus according
to variety and origin [95, 111, 112]. An example of applications of GA in combina-
tion with PLS [113, 114] on NIR data is given in Table 2.2.
2.13 Conclusion
In this chapter, the principles of low-field NMR were introduced. Principles of re-
laxometry and methods for inversion were discussed. NIR spectroscopy and vari-
able selection strategies were also briefly explained. The choice in the methods
used in this project was motivated.
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Table 2.2: Application of genetic algorithm to NIR studies
Product Attribute Reference
Apple (Fuji) SSC [115]
SSC [116]
Citrus [95]
Pear [117]
Mango Firmness [118]
Wheat [114]
Durum wheat classification [119]
Egg freshness [120]
Beer aging [121]
Cow’s milk Fatty acid [122]
Foodstuff [114]
Gasoline [114]
Resorcinol [114]
Al Oil additives [123]
Papers Gelatin [112]
Polymer film [124]
Diesel fuel [125]
Fescue grass [125]
Pharm. tablet [125]
soil [126]
cafelexin [127]
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Chapter 3
Methodology
In this chapter, details on the methodology used in every chapter of this project are
presented in corresponding sections.
3.1 Chapter 4: Study of banana ripening by SQUID-NMR
3.1.1 Materials and sampling
Banana samples were purchased from the Fruit Lovers Market in Stellenbosch and
were visually classified into three distinct stages of ripeness, based on peel color
(green with some yellow peel, more yellow than green, and yellow flecked peel
with brown patches). Based on the classification these ripening stages would cor-
respond to stages 2, 4 and 7 respectively, according to [128]. Figure 3.1 (A) shows
ripening stages of banana fruit and was used as reference for subjective classifica-
tion on day one of experiments. A ultra-low field SQUID-NMR system was used
for NMR relaxation measurements. The NMR system utilizes a high-Tc dc SQUID
as the sensor and provides a possibility of studying the relaxation processes of the
water proton in samples containing water. The system used in this study has a
cylindrical sample holder, which allows for a sample size equal to 4cm in diameter
and 5cm in height. Such a sample size enabled conducting non-destructive (as far
as the sample size allowed) measurements on banana fruit samples. The high-Tc
SQUID-NMR was purchased from MagQu in Taiwan. The constant magnetic field
is around 100µT (Bm = 1 Gauss) with a prepolarization field of about 60mT gener-
ated by a water-cooled copper-made coil. The high-Tc dc SQUID used in this sys-
tem is from Star Cryoelectronics, and is operated in a separate magnetically shielded
cryogenic unit, filled with liquid nitrogen (see Figure 3.1 (B)).
Other devices that were used are a digital refractometer (Atago, Japan) for TSS
23
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Figure 3.1: The ripening stages of banana fruit as commonly established based on peel
color (A) and a schematic diagram of a high-Tc SQUID-based NMR detection system used
for experiments (B) [128], [129]
measurements, and an automatic titrosampler (Metrohm) for titratable acidity mea-
surements. A texture profile analyzer was used to measure firmness (TA.XT Plus,
Stable Microsystems, England), and a Chroma Meter CR-400 (Minolta Corp, Osaka,
Japan) was used to measure changes in color of the peel.
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3.1.2 Experimental and analytical methods
3.1.2.1 Postharvest ripening
Fruits were stored for 10 days under conditions that favor their optimal ripening
process (15 oC, at 80% RH). Measurements were taken every other day over 10
days of storage, i.e. six instances of measurements from day zero to storage day
10. Measurements of firmness and color index were taken first, followed by NMR
measurements and then, destructive measurements at last. The measurements fol-
lowed two approaches. On the first day measurements were carried out on fruits
subjectively classified in three different ripening stages, based on their peel color.
Secondly, fruits at the earliest ripening stage were monitored during their ripening
process.
3.1.2.2 NMR relaxometry
Fruit samples were placed into the sample holder up to the maximum capacity,
loaded into the instrument (SQNMR, from MagQu, Taiwan), followed by measure-
ment of the T1 and T2 relaxation times. Each measurement was performed twice
per sample, and recorded using the SQNMR software. Measurements of spin-
lattice relaxation time, T1, and spin-spin relaxation time, T2, were conducted on
fruit samples on an every other day basis to monitor their ripening process. An
inverse recovery pulse sequence was used to measure T1, and two values per unit
sample (fruit) were taken. Unpeeled bananas were sized down to a length of 6cm
by cutting through transversely and loaded longitudinally into the sample holder
in such a way that the center of the sample was placed in the center of the constant
magnetic field. The part closest to the pedicel, about a third of the banana in length,
was left unused for the NMR measurements. The choice of which end to cut off was
non-objective, but should not impair the outcome of the results. The T1 relaxation
time was measured from the reconstruction of the longitudinal magnetization Mz.
The prepolarization time tp was varied in a sequence of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4,
5 and 7 sec. From a logarithmic fitting of the measured peak intensities (from the
Fourier transformed spectra) with the corresponding times tp, the T1 values were
calculated directly in the SQNMR software upon spectrum acquisition. Every sin-
gle spectrum was averaged over three measurements, and only a 90o rf pulse was
used, as is shown in the pulse sequence that was used (see Figure 3.2). The time td
was about 20 ms and the SQUID was triggered 5 ms after the rf pulse.
T2 time measurements were acquired by spin-echo pulse sequences with 8 echoes
per spectrum. The pulse sequence is shown in Figure 3.2. The envelope of the de-
creasing amplitudes of the echoes characterizes the T2 decay. The echo time te,
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Figure 3.2: A schematic diagram of the pulse sequences used to measure T1 (left) and T2
(right) with the high-Tc SQNMR system
which is also the time interval between two 180o pulses, was 35 ms. During the T2
measurement, a gradient field Gz was used to optimize the spin echo NMR signals.
The echo amplitudes or the peak intensities from the frequency domain spectrum
were fitted with their corresponding elapsed times, by an exponentially decaying
function to generate the value of T2. This exponential relationship is of the form
S(t) = S0exp(−t/T2), (3.1.1)
where S0 is the maximum signal intensity. Three values per unit sample were taken.
These values were used later on for data analysis.
A quasi-continuous distribution of relaxation times with density f (T1,2)was ob-
tained by inverting the experimental multi-exponential relaxation curves with the
inversion algorithm UPEN (Uniform PENalty) of the UpenWin software [47, 130].
This implements an iterative feedback procedure to compute the Inverse Laplace
Transform of the NMR signal given by the expression (3.1.1), in the presence of the
random noise. Mathematically speaking,
S(t) =
∫
f (T1,2) exp(−t/T1,2)dT1,2 + e, (3.1.2)
where T1,2 applies for both components of T1 or T2 and e is the error term. The dis-
tributions show features, usually peaks and/or shoulders, which can be assigned
to components and/or water compartments. The area under each feature, obtained
by integrating f (T1,2)dT1,2 over that feature, is proportional to the number of pro-
tons contributing to its signal. The ratio between this area and the total area under
the whole distribution gives the fraction of signal contributing to that component,
also called “weight”. In our case the signal is related to 1H of water and, thus, the
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weight is the fraction of water of each component.
3.1.2.3 Physicochemical quality attributes
Experiments were conducted on fruit samples to determine some of their physical
properties, such as color and firmness.
The texture profile analyzer was calibrated for force with a weight of 10,000 g
and to a fixed height of 4 cm. Two values were taken on banana samples at about
a 1/4 of the length of the banana from both extremities. Firmness measure was
considered to be the force of compression of the fruit down to 7 mm, expressed in
N (Newton).
Color components were measured in the XYZ color space using a colorimeter
(Chroma Meter CR-400, Konica Minolta Sensing Inc., Japan) after calibration. Two
values per sample were taken for color measurements, in two opposite spots at
points about a 1/4 of the length of the banana from the extremities. The Chroma-
meter was first calibrated on a standard white calibration tile (CR-A43; Y = 93.1, x
= 0.3138; y = 0.3203), wiped for spotlessness. The measured values were loaded on
a computer in an MS Excel spreadsheet and converted from the XYZ coordinates
into the CIELAB system. A pretreatment of measured data was done on color com-
ponents and data were converted to the L*a*b*(CIELAB) and L*C*h color spaces.
Values of the parameters L*, a*, b*, C* and h were used in the analysis of experimen-
tal results. The CIELAB is widely used in almost all fields to measure object color
and is known to produce improved results compared to the XYZ color space. The
coordinates of chromaticity are a*, which varies from -60 (green) to 60 (red), and b*
from -60 (blue) to 60 (yellow), as indicated in [131]. L* is an indicator of lightness
and varies from 0 (very dark) to 100 (very pale). C* is the value of Chroma and
varies from 0 upwards, according to the value from the center. On a full circle, the
hue angle is expressed as h in degrees, starting from 0 degrees at the +a* axis.
Total color difference is used to showcase the variation of color, relative to con-
trol samples, during storage or fruit development [131]. Here we have set samples
at maturity level 2 on day 1 as our control samples. We, therefore, discuss color
difference in fruit samples during their ripening process. Total color difference
(TCD) [132] is denoted as ∆E, and given by (3.1.3).
∆E =
√
(L∗ − L∗c )2 + (a∗ − a∗c )2 + (b∗ − b∗c )2 (3.1.3)
where, the subscript c designates the control measurements.
The total soluble solids were measured using a digital refractometer (Atago,
Japan) on juice blended from banana flesh. Three drops of juice per banana were
measured and two values were averaged for every drop. The pH was measured
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using a pH meter, and a titrosampler (Metrohm) was used to measure titratable
acids.
All the experimental data were grouped in 12 variables corresponding to mea-
sured quality parameters, namely T1, T2, TSS, TA, pH, firmness, color parameters
(L*, a*, b*, h and C*), and TSS/TA. Multivariate analysis methods were used to
elucidate relationships between the variables. The ripening index of banana was
based on visual appearance in peel color changes that occured during ripening. Re-
gression analysis was used to determine the relationship between ripening index
(Ri) and other attributes, and most specifically the NMR parameter T1.
All statistical analyses were done using STATISTICA 11 software. Replicated
measurements were averaged, and a mean value per sample unit was used for
the analysis. The statistical methods involved correlation, multiple regression and
Principal Component analysis. Data analysis was also done following both mea-
surement approaches (subjective and objective), to examine whether the initial
classification could be reproduced. Results from the objective classification are re-
ported in 4.2.
3.2 Chapter 5: Measurement of internal quality of apple by
NIR
3.2.1 Sampling
Apples were purchased in two installments (in two consecutive months) from two
different retail shops in Stellenbosch, South Africa. A batch of 100 apples were
sources from Checkers retail shop (Ch) and, a month later, 114 apples from Food
Lover’s Market (FLM), both in Stellenbosch. Three cultivars of apple, namely Golden
Delicious, Granny Smith and Royal Gala, were acquired in both instances, in nearly
equal proportions (see Table 6.1). Fruits were kept in cold storage (5 oC) pending
destructive and FT-NIR measurements. They were left at room temperature for
three hours to equilibrate, before being used for experiments.
Figure 3.3 summarizes the experimental design from sampling to targeted data
analysis methods.
3.2.2 Destructive measurements
Both destructive and non-destructive measurements were carried out on whole
fruit samples. Destructive measurements consisted of the measurement of total
soluble solids (soluble solids content) and titratable acidity. The soluble solids con-
tents were measured by slicing a small portion of apple tissue from both sides of
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup for NIR measurements on apples
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the apple where the NIR spectra were acquired, and squeezing out the sliced tis-
sue’s juice on the lens of a hand-held digital refractometer (Palette, PR-32 α, Brix
0.0-32.0, Atago Co. Ltd., Japan) for measurement. A refractometer calibration with
distilled water was required before commencing the actual data acquisition. Titrat-
able acidity (TA) on the other hand was measured on apple juice from blended
fruits, whereby individual samples were prepared from single apple juice sepa-
rately. TA values were acquired by titrating 2 mL of juice against 0.1 N NaOH to
an end point of pH=8.2 using a compact titrosampler (862 Compact Titrosampler®,
Metrohm, Switzerland) and the ’2 mL’ juice method. The values for total tiratable
acids were used for the calculation of a third, derived attribute, that represents the
sugar-acid ratio (TSS/TA).
3.2.3 NIR measurements
Non-destructive measurements were performed by means of near infrared spec-
troscopic techniques. Two opposite points around the equatorial plane of every ap-
ple were scanned on two different spectrometers under three different acquisition
modes, namely the solid probe and integrating sphere mode of the multipurpose
analyzer (MPA), and the open non-contact Matrix-F spectrometer. Descriptive de-
tails on these acquisition systems were given in section 3.3.1 Every spectrum was
averaged over 64 scans with a spacing of 0.25 nm in all the acquisition methods.
The NIR scanning range was 800 - 2780 nm on the MPA and 833 - 2500 nm on
the Matrix-F. A brief overview of the data acquisition in relation to the quality at-
tributes targeted in the data analysis is given by the chart in Figure 3.4.
3.2.4 Data analysis
A number of multivariate data analysis were used to achieve the goals in this chap-
ter. They included but not limited to principal component analysis, partial least
squares, etc.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique for reducing the amount of
data when there is correlation present. It is worth stressing that it is not a useful
technique if the variables are uncorrelated [133]. It approximates a data matrix, X
(N objects × K variables), by the product of two matrices T and P’ that capture the
essential data patterns of X. By so doing, a new set of variables, the principal com-
ponents (PCs), which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so that the first few
retain most of the variation present in all of the original variables [134]. Many goals
can be achieved through PCA including simplification, data reduction, modeling,
outlier detection, classification, variable selection, etc. [135]. PCA was used in this
work mainly to to detect outliers, to explore the validity of data and classification.
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Figure 3.4: A summary of data acquisition modes and respective targeted attributes for the
analysis.
PLSR is a method for relating two data matrices, X (predictors) and Y (re-
sponse), by a linear multivariate model, but goes beyond traditional regression in
that it models also the structure of X and Y [133]. Its ability to analyze data with
many, noisy, collinear, and even incomplete variables in both X and Y makes it very
useful. PLSR has the desirable property that the precision of the model parameters
improves with the increasing number of relevant variables and observations [136].
Many PLS algorithms have been developed, including the orthogonal score PLS,
on which most variable selection methods are based [106]. PLS regression methods
were used to establish models for predicting internal quality of apples.
Spectral data were averaged per fruit (two spectra per sample) and mean-centered.
Prediction models were built using 20% (22 samples) of the samples set as valida-
tion set. For every Y variable (TSS, TA, and TSS/TA) an individual model was
established and results were summarized in 5.2. Furthermore, genetic algorithms
described in 3.3.3 were applied to the dataset in order to try and improve prediction
model performance.
Prediction models were built in different scenarios. The effect of cultivar on
model performance was investigated by following the descriptive chart in Figure
3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Model validation summarty applied to all cultivars individually.
3.3 Chapter 6: A study of bruise damage in apple using
NIRS
3.3.1 Instrumentation and measurements
The study was carried out on three apple cultivars, namely Golden Delicious, Granny
Smith and Red Globe. The apples were subjected to external forces by vertically
dropping a steel ball (116 g, 25.34 mm in diameter) on opposite sides of the apple
in their equatorial plane, one side at a time [137, 138]. A double layer of fruit tray
was placed under the fruit to ensure that the bruise is produced only on the side
exposed to the impact. The spots on the fruits, where these forces were exerted,
resulted in bruises. The steel ball in free fall was guided in a plastic tube, 1 m long
and graduated in height distances from 20 to 80cm, in steps of 15 cm. Each drop
height corresponded to a specific value of impact energy (in Newton) exchanged at
the time of impact between the falling ball and the fruit, assuming that virtually all
of the energy of the ball was absorbed on the first impact [139]. The impact energy
was calculated by the physical law of free fall, expressed as Eq. (3.3.1).
E = mgh, (3.3.1)
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where E is the energy of the ball as it touches the fruit (impact energy in Joule),
m the mass of the ball in kilogram and h the drop height of the ball in meter. The
plastic tube was perforated on both sides longitudinally, to reduce air resistance.
The fall is estimated to be near ’free’. Bruise sizes were obtained by vertically slicing
the fruit at a perpendicular axis through the center of the bruise, and measuring the
bruised tissue sizes [138], using a pair of digital Vernier callipers (± 0.01mm). Table
6.1 shows the calculated values of impact energy relative to drop heights, and the
energy levels that were used to establish bruise severity.
Fruits were placed on fruit trays, put in boxes and stored in a ventilated cold
room at 5 oC and 85 % Rh, for two weeks. Fruits would be taken out of storage and
left for four hours for their temperature to level up with room temperature before
NIR spectroscopy measurements were taken.
NIR absorbance spectra were acquired on apples on the bruised spots. Three
NIR modes were used, namely the Bruker MPA (Multipurpose Analyser) spec-
trometer (Bruker Optics, Germany) using the fiber optic solid sample probe (5 mm
in diameter) and the rotating integrated sphere mode, on one hand, and the Bruker
Matrix (Matrix-F duplex from Bruker Optics, Germany) system on the other hand.
The probe uses a permanently aligned and highly stable Rock SolidTM inter-
ferometer and a 20 W Tungsten halogen lamp as NIR source. The interferometer
is equipped with a high reflective surface and inert, gold coated mirrors and has
a wavenumber accuracy and reproducibility better than 0.1 cm−1 and 0.04 cm−1,
respectively. The beam splitter is made of a quartz substrate with proprietary coat-
ing. The position and velocity of the movable mirror is accurately calculated using
a He-Ne class 1 laser. The fiber optic probe contains both, in a bifurcated optical
configuration, the source fibers that guide the light to the sample (in direct contact
with the optic probe) and the detector fibers that receive the reflected light.
The integrated sphere mode is used to measure diffuse reflectance of highly
scattering solid media. It has a 50 mm width sample cup holder for measurements
of heterogenous samples, on which apples were placed, bruised spot facing the
light source. Diffuse reflectance measurements are simplified by using an inte-
grating, gold coated sphere. The NIR beam is directed into the sphere and travels
directly through the center of the sphere and the optical window into the fruit sam-
ple. The beam scatters off the sample and the reflected light beams re-enter the
sphere. Due to the gold coating, all light beams are collected and directed towards
the detector. The integrating sphere uses the same spectroscopic elements as for
the fiber optic probe, except for the detector. The integrating sphere makes use of
a high sensitivity PbS detector with non-linearity correction. The resolution, the
scanning region and the number of scans are the same as for the fiber optic probe.
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An internal gold reference spectrum was obtained by mechanically closing the op-
tical window with a gold reference plate.
The MATRIX-F FT-NIR spectrometer is equipped with a fiber optic NIR illu-
mination and detection head (185 mm height and 230 mm diameter) and allowed
for measurement on almost half of the fruit surface in a single exposure (see Fig-
ure 3.6). The fiber optic illumination head contains 4 air cooled tungsten NIR light
sources (tungsten halogen, 12 V, 20 W). The diffusely reflected light from the sam-
ple is collected and guided via a fiber optic cable to the spectrometer detector (a
highly sensitive, thermoelectric cooled and temperature controlled InGaAs diode
detector).
Figure 3.6: Apple fruit exposed under the Matrix-F NIR spectrometer
The wavelength region scanned was from 4000 cm−1 to 12000 cm−1 with a res-
olution of 4 cm−1. For each single measurement, each spectrum was an average of
64 scans. Two measurements were taken per fruit, each on a bruised spot at two
opposite sides of the fruit.
3.3.2 Spectral pre-processing
Additional to mean centering and exclusion of the noisy extremities of the spec-
tra, different pre-processing methods were applied to NIR spectral data and the
best was selected and used for analysis. Pre-processing methods that were used
included the first and second derivatives, vector normalization (SNV), straight line
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subtraction, multiplicative scattering correction (MSC), constant offset elimination
(COE), min-max normalization and double combinations of some of the above. The
performance of a method was evaluated in terms of the RMSECV value generated
with Opus software.
3.3.3 Data Analysis
NIR spectral data were used to segregate apple bruised tissues from healthy ones
using the orthogonal PLS-DA (OPLS-DA) tool of SIMCA (CAMO chemometrics
software). The OPLS model is an extension of the PLS model. It separates the sys-
tematic variation in X (predictors set) into two parts, one that is linearly related
(and therefore predictive) to Y (response variables) and one that is orthogonal to Y.
The X/Y predictive variation is modeled by the predictive components. The varia-
tion in X which is orthogonal to Y is modeled by the orthogonal components. The
interpretation of scores and loadings and other OPLS model parameters is anal-
ogous to that of a PLS model (see section 3.2.4). The classification accuracy was
calculated using Eq. 3.3.2.
Classification accuracy = (TP+ TN)/(TP+ TN + FP+ FN), (3.3.2)
where four possible outcomes of the classification are denoted as follows: Normal
samples correctly classified as positive (true positive; TP), normal samples erro-
neously classified as negative (false negative; FN), bruised samples correctly classi-
fied as negative (true negative; TN) and bruised samples erroneously classified as
positive (false positive; FP) [140].
Statistical analyses (PLS regression) were performed on NIR spectra using the
’Quant 2’ method of OPUS software (Bruker Optik GmbH 2012). Spectral data taken
on bruised spots of apples were combined with measures of bruise severity (bruise
diameter) to establish calibration models. The bruise sizes used here had resulted
from bruising apples with three different impact energies (0.228, 0.398 and 0.739J),
see Table 6.1. Individual apples were exposed to a single value of impact energy.
Raw spectra were pre-processed in order to minimize unwanted information in the
data. The noisy parts at the beginning and at the end of the spectra were cut off
before regression analysis was carried out.
A genetic algorithm [114] was applied to the same spectral data to investigate
its applicability in improving PLS regression models. Spectral data were captured
in a spreadsheet, side by side with the reference data (bruise size) and sorted with
respect to the column of reference values. The sorted data from the spreadsheet
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were imported into Matlab software (Version 7.11.0) and a Matlab code (by Ri-
cardo Leardi, Genova Italy) that implements a genetic algorithm combined with
a PLS regression analysis (PLS-GA), which was used to establish the performance
of the cross-validated models from the data. The PLS-GA models were evaluated
according to the values of the RMSECV and the coefficient of determination.
Each GA iteration starts by creating a new population of subsets by applying
crossover and mutation operators to the current population of subsets. First, the
subsets in the current population are randomly divided into pairs of subsets and
crossover is applied to each of the pairs of subsets with a given probability (we used
pc = 0.6 in all experiments). The crossover first randomly reorders one solution.
Then it iterates through the elements in the two subsets and, with probability 50%,
it exchanges elements in any position of the two subsets unless the exchange would
make any of the two subsets invalid due to repeated occurrence of some elements.
After applying the crossover, each subset undergoes mutation. Mutation iterates
through the subset and modifies each element of the subset with probability 1%.
3.3.4 Wavelength selection strategy
Since not all wavelengths have the same effect on scanned objects, it is of interest to
find only vital wavelengths that are the most influential on quality, from complete
spectra. Numerous variable selection methods are used for PLSR, using different
approaches. Mehmood et al., in their recent review on variable selection methods
in PLSR, classified the variable selection methods in three categories, based on the
properties, namely filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods [106].
Filter methods rank variables based on some importance measure, which, however,
requires threshold specifications. In order to get reliable results, cross-validation
can be used for threshold selection and they become wrapper methods. In em-
bedded methods variable selection is an integrated step of modeling involving in-
ternal cross-validation in most cases. It is likely that ’there is no such thing as an
always best variable selection method since there is likely an interaction between
method and the properties of the data’ [106]. As it was observed [110] and recom-
mended [106] in some reports, it is preferable to try out approaches with different
properties to a given data problem. Two methods were used in this work, namely
PLS variable importance in projection (VIP), and genetic algorithm for variable se-
lection combined with PLS (GA-PLS).
VIP is a filter method initially introduced by [141] as ’variable influence in pro-
jection’. It accumulates the importance of each variable m given by wam/‖wa‖2,
where wam is the loading weight of the mth variable explained by the ath compo-
nent. The measure vm of the VIP for the mth variable is given by Eq.3.3.3.
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vm =
√√√√P A∑
a=1
[SSa(wam/‖wa‖2)]/
A
∑
a=1
(SSa). (3.3.3)
Generally, for VIP values greater than 1, a variable should be selected. On the other
hand, Chong et al. suggested that variables with VIP values within the threshold
from 0.83 to 1.21 would be more relevant [142]. VIP values are often among results
that are generated by the commonly used PLS algorithms. The VIP method was
successfully used in variable selection [143, 144, 145], among other applications,
and thus is a fit choice to validate other variable selection methods, such as GA
used in this project. The theory about GA and applications to dimensionality re-
duction were explained in Section 2.11. The choice in GA was mostly based on the
fact that two things can be achieved at once, namely simplification of the model
while improving its predictive ability [113, 146]
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Chapter 4
Fruit quality studies by ultra-low
field SQUID-NMR
4.1 Introduction
Banana is a climacteric fruit which means that ripening can take place after harvest-
ing. During the ripening process, the starch granules disappear and the concentra-
tion of soluble sugars rises. Along with that, there are changes in other quality
attributes including total acids, firmness, and peel color that changes from green to
yellow. The peel color is commonly used to distinguish between ripening stages of
banana [147]. A traditional way of classification of banana based on their ripening
stages, though subjective, was proposed by Von Loesecke in 1950 with respect to
banana peel color [148] and is commonly used by other researchers. The aim of the
study was to investigate the ripening process of banana using the SQUID-NMR
technique as a non-destructive method. Banana is an ideal choice as the variation
in many of its quality attributes during its ripening, present a wide range of vari-
ation. A large range of variation in quality attribute is necessary to ensure reliable
data analysis when NMR relaxation processes are studied in reference with conven-
tional fruit quality estimation. The problem of a small measured range is not new
in quality measurement of horticultural products. Barreiro and coworkers, tried to
solve the same problem by introducing new parameters to improve their prediction
model [11]. Previous studies have been conducted to study the ripening process of
banana using the method of relaxometry. Raffo et al. [83] used a combination of T2
and water self-diffusion coefficient (D) measurements to study ripening associated
changes on the sub-cellular level. The interpreting of relaxation data, based on a
theoretical model of chemical and diffusive exchange, by Belton and Hills [149],
made it possible to describe the distribution of sub-cellular water and to monitor
its dynamics related to chemical composition [83]. Ribeiro et al. also combined T2
38
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and D to rule out the indirect correlation between them due to injury in banana
samples during ripening [150]. They found that T2 of the water in vacuoles de-
creases due to banana injury, hence a recommendation to use intact banana in such
a study, to avoid injury biased results. T2 increased during ripening, contrary to D.
A hypothesis based on the reduction of Fe3+ and O2 concentration was proposed
as the origin of the observed increase in T2. The reported studies of banana ripen-
ing by relaxometry have mostly been exploiting the transverse relaxation time, and
rarely the longitudinal relaxation time.
Other non-destructive technologies that are currently in use include Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy [151], Laser-induced Fluorescence Spec-
troscopy (LIFS) [152], Time-Resolved Reflectance Spectroscopy [153], Proton Trans-
fer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) [154], and Near Infrared Spectroscopy
(NIRS) [155]. Liew and Lau [147] studied banana during the ripening using NIRS
and developed a multiple linear regression model for predicting ripening index,
based on changes in firmness and soluble solid contents as banana ripens. Accord-
ing to their findings, NIR could be used to develop prediction models for internal
quality of Cavendish banana [147]. In the above mentioned research findings and
most of the others in the same context, full models for practical use are non-existing.
A lot is also still to be investigated, such as meeting the exigences caused by the
sorting speed and shielding on conveyor systems, miniaturization to a hand-held
device among others, in order to bring this technique to full industrial use. In this
work a SQUID-NMR system was used to probe internal quality of banana during
ripening. The choice of this technique lies in the fact that it is an advanced system
that is low cost and offers the flexibility of ultra-low field NMR techniques, which
allows for scanning unprocessed inhomogeneous samples like fruit samples. The
objectives were to probe the relationships between ultra-low field relaxation times
T1 and T2, and banana attributes that change during ripening, such as color and
sweetness.
4.2 Results and discussion
Various quality parameters were measured on ripening banana that were initially
classified in three ripening stages (see Section 4.2.1). Banana samples at Ri1 were
used for measurements taken in six instances over 10 days of storage and were the
basis of the results reported in Section 4.2.2. Samples at Ri2 and Ri3 were respec-
tively used for only four and two measurement instances, since they started decay-
ing afterward. Daily average values of TSS, T1 and a* showed a gradual increase
as bananas ripened, while h gradually decreased. TSS measured values ranged
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from 13 to 22.8 oBrix, T1 values ranged from 0.53 to 0.99 seconds, a* between -15.41
and 7.05, and h varied between 112.88 and 79.38. The range of variation of all the
measured parameters and their means are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Overview on measured values for banana quality parameters.
Valid N Mean Minimum Maximum Std.Dev.
TSS (oBrix) 32 18.68 13.03 22.83 2.32
T1 (s) 32 0.79 0.53 0.99 0.12
T2 (s) 32 0.53 0.43 0.71 0.07
pH 32 5.20 4.04 5.70 0.31
TA (%) 32 0.97 0.68 1.39 0.16
TSS/TA 32 19.69 11.09 25.84 4.12
Firmness (N) 28 68.42 30.03 121.68 19.79
L* 32 63.59 53.69 69.69 4.09
a* 32 -2.49 -15.41 7.05 6.05
b* 32 40.63 35.89 47.12 3.22
C* 32 41.17 36.43 47.59 3.09
h 32 93.40 79.38 112.88 8.63
4.2.1 Initial fruit quality
Banana samples were initially sorted subjectively, and placed in three ripening
stages based on their apparent color. In this section a more objective classification
is presented for validation purposes. PCA results (4.1) showed a clear separation
between ripening stage 1 (Gy1) and the remaining two, with most of the variation
explained by TSS, T1, TSS/TA, h, a*, Firmness, and b*. It is also clear from Figure
4.1 that T1 was highly correlated to TSS, a* and h; b* to TSS/TA; and C* to TA and
pH.
Changes in some attributes are plotted against the ripeness stages, and a grad-
ual variation is clear as shown in Figure 4.2. The analysis of variance in measured
quality attributes showed that all mean values in different ripening stages were
significantly different at 5% significance level in a*, h and T1, whereas for TSS, two
groups (Ri1 and Ri2) had means signifficantly different from group 3 (Ri3). These
results are based on a small range of ripening stages, and thus cannot be general-
ized to describe the entire ripening process. They do however, provide a separation
between ripening stages concordant with that from the preceding subjective classi-
fication.
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Figure 4.1: PCA results of analysis of banana at three ripening stages (Gy1 for green with
some yellow peel, Yg2 for yellow peel with green tip and Ybp3 for yellow flecked peel with
brown patches) on the first day of experiments.
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Figure 4.2: Initial fruit quality: change in T1, TSS, a∗ and h∗ according to the subjective classification. The intervals on the plot represent 95%
confidence interval
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4.2.2 Experimental results for the ripening experiment
Results of the analysis of experimental data, focusing uniquely on the earliest stage
of ripeness are presented in this subsection. Banana samples that were still com-
pletely green were monitored during their ripening period, while stored at 15 oC
and 85% RH. Results of PCA (4.3) show that day one was clearly different from all
the other days, as explained mostly by TSS. This suggests that there was a rapid
increase in TSS between measurement day one and day two (corresponding to the
first four days of storage), relatively larger than the variation observed in other
attributes within this same time period. This rapid increase suggests that the sam-
ples’ ripening stage was suited for fast ripening in the storage conditions that were
used. A clear separation of day one from day 5 and 6 was explained by T1, TSS/TA,
a* and h. All these attributes were highly correlated to each other as shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. It was also noted that day 2 was separated from day 5 and 6 by TA.
Figure 4.3: PCA analysis of the attributes measured progressively on ripening stage 1dur-
ing the ripening period
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4.2.2.1 Chemical attributes
It is shown, in Figure 4.4, how the measured attributes varied over the ripening
period. TSS increased for the first six days in storage, after which it started declin-
ing slowly until storage day ten, which was the last day for measurements. TSS
values ranged from 13.03 to 22.83 oBrix, and the decline in TSS over the last four
days of storage was estimated to be approximately 2.5% of the maximum attained
as recorded at measurements day four (storage day six). A gradual increase was
observed in TSS/TA from 12.36 to 25.84.
Figure 4.4: Changes in TSS, TA and sugar:acid ratio in ripening banana
The rapid increase in TSS during the first six days of storage was also observed
by Kulkarni et al. [156] in their study of the effects of ripening involving ethrel treat-
ments which induced fast ripening. On the other hand, Jaiswal et al. [157] managed
to follow up on the ripening banana during 10 days of storage. The decrease ob-
served in TSS of overripe bananas towards the end of storage could be due to the
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continued enzymatic action associated with pectin breakdown and the beginning
of tissue deterioration. Bailey reported a similar decrease from ripe yellow to over-
ripe brown banana [158].
4.2.2.2 Firmness
Instead of a steady decrease in banana firmness during ripening [156], an irregular
non-linear change was obtained (Figure 4.5). This was likely due to the experimen-
tal procedure, where the shape of the probe (5 cm diameter flat probe) and the posi-
tioning of the sample (banana fruit placed on a flat surface) were not a good fit for
consistency in the measurements. Another issue was that banana samples didn’t
necessarily have the same diameter at the contact area, so the 7 mm displacement of
the probe along which the banana resistive force was measured wasn’t accurately
repeatable procedure. For consistent results, a method such as measurement of
shear force would be advisable [156, 157].
Figure 4.5: Variation in banana firmness during ripening period.
4.2.2.3 Color attributes
A gradual increase was observed in a*, whereas h decreased. The values of these
attributes ranged from -15.41 to 7.05, and 112.88 to 83.98, respectively. It was ob-
served that hue angle gradually varied from 111.15 (C* = 39.6) on day one to 83.27
(C* = 39.4) on measurement day 6, as measured on the batch initially considered at
the earliest maturity stage. These values correspond to color change from yellow
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green to yellow, which characterizes the ripening process of bananas. The chro-
maticity coordinate a* changed from -14.33 (b* = 36.88) on day one to 4.51 (b* =
39.03) at the last day of measurements, which correspond to green and yellow re-
spectively, at lightness L of 57.79 and 58.57 with a peak of 67.67 at measurement
day four (storage day six).
Figure 4.6: Color parameters measured during storage on ripening bananas.
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From the above, it seems that lightness of the peel started to decrease quickly
after sugars attains the maximum value and spots started developing on the fruit
peels. The measured color parameters described well the changes in peel color
during the ripening process of banana. It is however, worth noting that ethylene
treatment of ripening banana allows to control spotting on the peel [156], hence
improving the evenness of the color distribution. This would improve on accuracy
in measurements of color indicators.
4.2.2.4 Total Color difference
The total color difference, as defined in [131] for ripening bananas, was calculated
according to (3.1.3). Six stages of color difference (also corresponding to six mea-
surement days) were considered, whereby the initial stage was used as control ref-
erence. Data measured on the batch that was initially classified at ripening stage 2,
were averaged on a daily (measurement day) basis, and used for statistical analy-
sis. Correlation analysis showed that TCD highly correlated with TSS, TSS/TA and
T1. The values of the correlation coefficient were 0.95, 0.92 and 0.94, respectively.
From regression analysis, values of R2 were 0.91, 0.83 and 0.89, respectively. Total
soluble solids and their ratio to titratable acids increased with increasing total color
difference until storage day six (measurement day 4). After storage day six the TCD
didn’t significantly change, hence the steadiness at the end of storage noticeable in
Figure 4.7. Therefore, we recommend that in the same experimental conditions
as in ours, more frequent measurements should be performed at the earliest stage
of ripening in order to allow for recording more data points before fruits start to
become overripe [156].
4.2.2.5 Relaxation characteristics
A number of cases in the literature reported about trends observed in NMR re-
laxation time(s) of ripening banana [83, 150], whereby transverse relaxation time
of the water in banana cell vacuole T2vac increased during ripening of banana fruit.
Average T2 and T1 based studies of banana ripening remain unknown to the author
and likely rare. In this work, measurements of T2 did not give significant correla-
tions with other attributes, in most cases. We will focus on the analysis involving
T1 as the NMR parameter. A gradual increase was observed in T1 (0.529 - 0.91 sec)
over 10 days of storage. Four (D3, D4, D5 and D6) out of five measurement days
were significantly different from day 1 (D1), at 95% confidence level. The analysis
of variance showed that the mean values of T1 were not significantly different. A
decline in values of T2 during the first 4 days of storage was followed by a slight
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Figure 4.7: Total color difference plotted against relaxation times, TSS and TSS/TA
increase until end of storage with non significant statistical difference in mean val-
ues.
The trend observed in TSS, T1, a* and h, as measured on day one, was also
observed in the same attributes as measured on the earliest ripening stage (Ri1) ac-
cording to the initial classification (ripening stage three as in [148]), over the whole
ripening period. The ripening process was best described in the first six days of
storage, during which four series of measurement were performed (measurement
day 0 to day 4). After the sixth day of storage, dark spots started forming on ba-
nana peels, making the measured values of color parameter lightness L* to decrease
from a peak (Figure 4.6), values of TSS to decrease (Figure 4.4), and values of total
color difference to remain almost unchanged (see Figure 4.7).
Table 4.2: Cross-correlations between all quality attributes of interest. Marked correlations
are significant at p <0.05 N=15 (Casewise deletion of missing data)
Means Std.Dev. TSS pH TA TSS/TA Firm L* a* b* C* h TCD Ri
T1 0.71 0.11 0.72 -0.27 -0.52 0.82 -0.43 0.61 0.84 0.65 0.45 -0.85 0.94 0.89
T2 0.49 0.06 -0.53 0.70 0.34 -0.54 0.038 -0.49 -0.32 -0.58 -0.49 0.36 -0.51 -0.27
Correlation analysis have shown that T1 of ripening banana was highly cor-
related with TSS, TSS/TA, a*, and h (r= 0.72, r=0.82, r=0.84 and r=-0.85, respec-
tively). A correlation was found also with L* (r=0.61), b* (r=0.65) and TA (r=-0.52),
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Figure 4.8: NMR relaxation characteristics of ripening banana.
all significant at p<0.05. On the other hand, T2 showed a high correlation with pH
(r=0.70) and an average correlation with TSS, TSS/TA and b* (r=-0.53, -0.54 and
-0.58), all significant at p<0.05. A summary of correlation analyses between all the
measured attributes is given in Table 4.2. All the values marked in red were signifi-
cant at p<0.05. It should be noted that the analysis that rendered the results above,
took the period after optimal ripening into consideration, which was characterized
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by degradation of the samples quality and thus a change in the trend of changes in
the measured attributes. For optimal results in a similar study of this ripening pro-
cess, the author recommends to only use the data acquired until optimal ripening
and thus before degradation of the samples.
4.2.2.6 Predicting ripening index
The degree of ripeness (ripening index, Ri) was defined according to the apparent
change in peel color as bananas ripen. The ripening stages were classified as 3, 4,
5, 6, 7 and 7, as inspected on storage day 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, respectively. The ripen-
ing index of banana is commonly defined based on color as in [148]. There was
no noticeable difference in the appearance of banana samples from storage day 8
onwards, with dark spots developed all over the peels. From Figure 4.9, T1 ap-
peared to be highly correlated to Ri with a coefficient of 0.89. TSS, TSS/TA also
highly correlate with the ripening index, with the coefficient R equal to 0.74 and
0.83, respectively. The ripening index was also very well described by color param-
eters a* and h with Spearman r equal to 0.98 and -0.98. T2 showed no significant
dependence on Ri.
It is worth noticing that Geya at al., in their study of the growth of pears us-
ing a low field (0.2 T) MRI system, found a good predictive ability of a ’cubic
root’ of fruit weight by components of bi-exponentiated T2 [159]. In our case,
only a reserved opinion can be given based on averaged (or bulk) T2, and fur-
ther studies are recommendable before drawing any conclusions of using average
T2 for predicting banana ripening. Average T1, on the other hand, shows promis-
ing results at predicting banana ripening and it was achieved using the ultra-low
field SQUID-NMR used in these experiments. However, as found in the literature,
multi-exponentiation based relaxometry has allowed for some results in describing
banana ripening [83, 150]. A multiexponentiation of relaxation data provides a dis-
tribution of relaxation times that would describe processes in different parts of the
samples on a sub-cellular level [160], and thus providing a deeper understanding
of the phenomena being studied. An extended look at NMR of ripening banana,
using multiexponentiated T1, is proposed in section 4.3.
4.3 NMR inverse Laplace transform
In experiments involving decaying signals, it is often desirable to analyze the data
as a sum of exponential decays using the Laplace inversion method. An algorithm
for uniform penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data (Upen ver.1.05) by
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Figure 4.9: Regression analysis of ripening index against some quality parameters of ripen-
ing banana fruit
G C Borgia et al., was used to calculate the Laplace inversion of the NMR free
induction decay signals (FIDs) [161, 160, 162, 46].
Four main peaks were obtained from the Laplace inversion NMR FIDs from
banana samples. Only two, one or no peak was obtained after convergence of all
the ILT generated solutions. Table 4.3 gives an overview of some results from ILTs
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of inverse recovery NMR FIDs for some banana samples. The number of peaks in
the solutions seemed to be random from sample to sample, and the final solution
after convergence also showed some inconsistency in repeated measures of the FID
per sample. In order to circumvent this hurdle, the initial FIDs were cut down to the
time t where decay seemed to settle. Subsequently, these trimmed FID signals were
refitted using cubic spline interpolation in order to obtain the data at equispaced
times [163] and the data points reduced to 10000.
Table 4.3: Results of ILT for some banana samples. Only the first solutions before, conver-
gence process starts, are shown.
sample ID First ILT solution Converged
bna1-1b-Tp7 275 177 105 29 50 Rate
22 67 40 100 100 Ampl
bna1-1a-Tp7 220 105 28 225 48 Rate
100 22 61 100 20 Ampl
bna1-2b-Tp7 265 167 75 Rate
100 86 13 Ampl
bna1-2a-Tp7 209 123 60 212 Rate
100 12 5 100 Ampl
bna2-1a-Tp7 265 168 72 Rate
100 80 9 Ampl
bna2-2a-Tp7 205 125 64 209 Rate
100 12 22 100 Ampl
bna3-1a-Tp7 267 169 90 Rate
100 92 8 Ampl
bna3-2a-Tp7 270 171 98 27 47 Rate
74 100 19 24 100 Ampl
1
A distribution of spin-lattice relaxation times for bananas at three distinct stages
of ripening is plotted in Figure 4.10. The earliest ripening stage (Ri=2 [148]) is
plotted in blue diamonds, the second ripening stage (Ri=4) in red triangles and
the last stage (Ri=7) in green hexagons. The curve is a plot of signal per Neper of
relaxation time versus relaxation rate (1/T1). Bananas at Ri=2 were characterized
by two relaxation rates at 230 and 50s−1.
The calculation of the T1 Laplace inversion at three ripening stages specified in
Section 4.2.1 has led to two main relaxation rates within a small standard deviation,
namely 232.9± 3.3s−1 and 49.8± 0.4s−1. In Figure 4.11 the signal per Neper of the
spin-lattice relaxation time is plotted against the relaxation rate for all the three
stages of ripeness.
No steady trend in either the values of T1 components or peak area was noticed
for the three ripening stages. For a more substantiated conclusion more data should
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Figure 4.10: Inverse Laplace transformed T1 relaxation time for banana at three ripening
stages, namely stage 2 (blue diamonds), 4 (red triangles), and 7 (green hexagons).
Figure 4.11: Quasi-continuous spin-lattice relaxation rates of banana at three of ripening
stages
be used. The areas under the peaks are directly proportional to the concentrations
of water proton pools corresponding to the peaks [164], and could be used as quan-
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titative measures to track the changes occurring during ripening of banana using
multiexponential T1. In a process such as ripening of banana, changes in water con-
centration distribution should result in certain changes in the T1 distribution or in
the peaks areas or the area ratio per sample. It is envisaged that more comprehen-
sive study that takes into consideration the ripening experiment used in this work
(see section 4.2.2) would be carried out, and is expected to reveal trends related to
the ripening index, and likely to the other quality attributes. An interpretation of
such T1 distribution as to characterizing water proton pools in unpeeled banana is
to be investigated.
4.4 Conclusions
Banana ripening was studied by means of ultra low-field NMR technology. The
NMR relaxation time parameters measured during the ripening of banana were
compared to other conventional measures of quality attributes. Total sugars, sugar
: acid ratio, and changes in color showed a high correlation with T1, whilst T2 did
not show good correlations with other parameters. T1 could thus be a good de-
scriptor of the ripening process of banana. The trend of change in peel color of
banana during ripening was best described by a*, h and TCD. The index of ripen-
ing, Ri, based on the apparent change in color, was highly correlated to a* and h.
T1 performed well at explaining ripening stages, where its correlation coefficient
in relation to Ri was nearly 0.9. T1 also increased with color change from green to
yellow, while T2 decreased with a significant correlation with Ri, of -0.48 at p<0.05.
Given the working conditions of the work reported here, as discussed in the re-
sults section, these results should be easily reproducible for more extensive study
on other climacteric products. More robust predictions should be obtained with a
larger amount of data. The Ultra-low field SQUID NMR technique shows promise
for fruit quality prediction based on averaged longitudinal relaxation time, T1. A
study of time resolved spin-lattice relaxation times of ripening banana was also
conducted and resulted in two peaks that are characteristic of intact banana fruit.
The dependency of peak intensities or areas on varying quality indicators in ba-
nana is still to be investigated. That opens the possibility of using a low-field NMR
spectral data in the T1 domain for further studies of banana quality and very likely
other fruits as well.
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Chapter 5
Fruit quality studies by NIR
spectroscopy
5.1 Introduction
Spectroscopic methods have gained increasing interest in quality evaluation of
foodstuff. Spectral data are transformed into useful information through chemo-
metrics. It combines multivariate statistical analysis and spectral processing meth-
ods to establish relationships between quantifiable quality attributes and spectral
data. The performance of calibration models developed from these spectroscopic
methods and the effectiveness of statistical methods used can be limited by the ex-
perimental conditions, such as spectral acquisition system accuracy or precision.
Various numerical methods for variable selection and optimization have been used
in combination with multivariate statistical analysis in order to improve prediction
models. Artificial neural networks were used in combination with genetic algo-
rithms (GA-ANNs) for the nondestructive quantitative analysis of cefalexin based
on NIR reflectance spectra [127]. Fei et al. [127] reportedly conveyed that as GA is
a global search method, so it has less probability to be trapped at local minima. it’s
combination with ANNs, implemented as the fitness function for GA, should per-
form better than many other methods. Their study showed that GA improved the
performance of ANNs, which, on the other hand, proved to give better models than
PLS [127]. Genetic algorithms were used with multivariate regression to determine
gelatine in historic paper using IR and NIR data. The model obtained using the
GA was built on fewer data points (76 vs. 2150) and latent variables (4 vs 9) than
that based on full spectra [112]. Optimization techniques can be used to improve
prediction models and there is always room for improvement. One of the hurdles
that hinders widespread use of NIR systems is that of calibration transfer. A cali-
bration model developed on one instrument may not be directly used on another,
55
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even if it is the same type of device. Having to construct the calibration model
for every spectrophotometer is expensive and time consuming. These difficulties
are associated to changes in the instrument response due to aging or maintenance
and the climatic environment of the equipment, amongst others [165, 166]. Other
than ’Standardization’ methods that have proven to be useful [167, 168], in case
of absorbance shift related problems, and when instrumental differences are small,
there are alternative approaches to solve the transfer problem. Some of these ap-
proaches include using appropriate pre-processing methods, wavelength selection
and including several instruments in the calibration [169, 170, 171].
In this chapter two NIR spectral acquisition modes, namely, the integrating
sphere, IS and solid probe, SP of the multipurpose analyzer NIR spectrometer were
used in order to assess the possibilities for calibration transfer by probing their pre-
dictive ability and spectral profile, relatively to those of the emission head (EH) of
the Matrix-F spectrometer that has capabilities for online applications. Wavelength
selection and pre-treatment methods were part of the methodology in predicting
internal attributes of apple fruits, in order to assess the issues of transferability
there associated.
5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 Spectral analysis
NIR spectra of all apple cultivars had a similar profile in all acquisition modes with
four main peaks around 10230, 8330, 6890 and 5170 cm−1. Figure 5.1 compares the
average normalized spectra of 10 apples from three different acquisition modes:
Blue line (MPA-solid probe), red (EH-Matrix-F) and green (MPA-IS). The spectra
from the solid probe presented the most dominant peaks around 1923 nm and at
1449 nm, relatively to the other acquisition modes. Differences in absorbance val-
ues were noticed in the three acquisition modes, whereby the EH of the Matrix-F
had the highest values in absorbance followed by the IS of the MPA. The SP of the
MPA had the lowest values in absorbance except at it highest peaks that surpass
the ones from the IS in amplitude. These differences can be attributed to the pen-
etration depth and fruit surface area scanned specific for each acquisition mode.
The peaks around 10230 and 6890 cm−1 corresponded to the 2nd and 1st vibrational
overtones of OH stretching associated with water absorption [172, 173]. On the
other hand, the peaks around 8330 and 5180 cm−1 correspond to the 2nd and 1st
overtones of CH stretching, as well as the 3rd overtone of OH, CH and CH2 defor-
mation associated with sugar solution [174].
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of spectra in three acquisition modes
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5.2.2 Data distribution
Fruits were sourced from two different supermarkets in different monthly periods,
spectral data acquired in different spectral acquisition modes and three reference
quality parameters were measured destructively. Table 5.1 gives a brief overview
of the quantitative measurements done on the entire dataset in different categories.
Measures of soluble solids ranged from 8.8 to 18.3 oBrix, titratable acidity from 2.09
to 3.6%, both resulting in values of sugar:acid ration ranging from 2.5 to 7.5. In
the batch of fruits bought from Checkers, the measures of TSS were also shown for
different cultivars separately. Royal Gala apples had the highest mean value of TSS
followed by Golden Delicious apples.
The reference values were normally distributed around the respective mean
values and over a range that is large enough to constitute a good dataset for mean-
ingful data analysis. TSS was spread over a range of 9.5 oBrix which is more than
half the maximum of TSS values. A similar case was found in the values for the
other reference quality attributes.
Table 5.1: An overview of the reference measurements for internal quality attributes
Source Acq. mode Attribute Cultivar N Mean SD Range
FLM EH / IS TA All 228 2,68 0,29 2,09 - 3,6
TSS ” ” 13,41 1,92 9 - 18,3
TSS/TA ” ” 5,09 1,02 2,5 - 7,5
Ch EH / IS GD 66 13,38 1,23 11,1 - 16,1
TSS GS 62 12,64 1,41 8,8 - 15,8
RG 72 15,09 1,28 12,8 - 17,7
All 200 13,77 1,67 8,8 - 17,7
SP GD 32 13,12 1,14 11,1 - 14,9
TSS GS 32 12,09 1,38 8,8 - 15,1
RG 32 14,97 1,16 12,9 - 17,3
All 96 13,39 1,72 8,8 - 17,3
All 13,54 1,43 8,8-18,3
FLM, Food Lover’s Market; Ch, Checkers retail store; EH, ’Emission head’ of the Matrix-F spectrometer;
IS, ’integrating sphere’ of the MPA spectrometer; SP, ’solid probe’ of the MPA spectrometer; TSS,
total soluble solids; TA, titratable acidity; TSS/TA, sugar:acid ratio; GD, Golden delicious apple
cultivar; GS, Granny Smith apple cultivar; RG, Royal Gala apple cultivar; SD, standard deviation;
Range, wavenumber region used for the actual prediction model.
Figure 5.2 shows clusters of samples differentiated with respect to mode of ac-
quisition and sample sources. The first principal component separated samples
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with respect to acquisition modes (green for ’MPA-probe’ versus the rest for ’MPA-
IS’). The second component helped distinguish between sample sources where
samples from ’Ch’ (purple) were clearly separated from those from ’FLM’ (Cyan).
Similar classes were obtained with the first two components, using most of the pre-
processing methods, except for the first derivative and SLS methods, where the
third principal component distinguished best between sample sources instead of
the second. These PCA results showcase the fitness of the dataset used here for the
purpose of external data validation reported in Section 5.2.
Figure 5.2: PCA scores plot for all spectral data acquired on the MPA separates fruit sources
and modes of spectral acquisition.
5.2.3 Total soluble solids
The measured soluble solids content in apples were used to build prediction mod-
els by NIR spectroscopy in all the three acquisition modes, as introduced in section
3.2.3. The two spectra acquired per apple were averaged, as well as the TSS val-
ues from both scanned sides, and used as a single sample. A prediction model was
built based on full spectral data and improved by means of spectral pre-processing.
The best pre-processing method was rated according to the quality of the derived
prediction model, and constituted the subject of the report presented here. The best
performing pre-processing methods for TSS differed from those obtained in TA and
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TSS/TA, and were also different with respect to sample sources. SLS (straight line
subtraction) was the best pre-processing method for TSS in samples from Checkers
(’Ch’), whilst for ’FLM’ samples SNV (vector normalization) led to the best predic-
tion model parameters (RMSEP, R2, RPD and slope). Fruit samples from ’Ch’ were
used in models predicting soluble solids content (SSC or TSS) only. The prediction
set was generated by selecting a block of two out of five consecutive samples up to
a number that makes up to about 25% of all the samples. The remaining samples,
approximately 75%, were used for model estimation. External validation of sam-
ples from IS for TSS used samples acquired from the MPA probe, and vice versa.
Fruits from ’FLM’ were used to build models based on TSS, TA and TSS/TA, using
both the EH and IS acquisition modes. While SNV was the best performing pre-
processing method for TSS and dominant in all the three attributes, SNV combined
with first derivative was dominant in models involving TA (TA and TSS/TA).
Figure 5.3: Prediction of soluble solids content in all three apple cultivars.
The plot shown in Figure 5.3 is a fit of measured versus predicted values of TSS
with SNV as the pre-processing method of spectra acquired on the EH for all the
three apple cultivars . The coefficient of determination in predicting TSS varied
between R2= 89.09% and 96.73%, the RMSEP between 0.365 and 0.40.
5.2.4 Titratable acidity
Predicting titratable acids based models was best achieved by using the first deriva-
tive as pre-processing method. The best model was obtained within restricted
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wavelength regions (9403.5-7498.1 cm−1; 6101.9-5774 cm−1). Unlike TSS, TA mod-
els were very mediocre (R2<50%) without any spectral pre-processing. A tremen-
dous improvement in the prediction model was achieved after pre-processing, re-
sulting in the value of R2= 68.17 %, with a very low error of prediction of RM-
SEP=0.12, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Prediction of total titratable acids in all three apple cultivars.
5.2.5 Soluble solids to titratable acids ratio (TSS/TA)
TSS/TA is commonly used as a good indicator of maturity in various types of fruit,
including apples. It was used here as an additional internal quality indicator cal-
culated by TSS/TA. The pre-processing method that resulted in the best prediction
model for TSS/TA was the combination of both the best pre-processing methods
for TSS and TA, i.e 1st derivative and SNV. A good prediction model was obtained
for TSS/TA, with R2=82.62%, RMSEP= 0.43, etc.
Models plotted in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 were based on the Matrix-F (EH) and
models based on other instruments were summarized in Table 5.3. TSS models
differed slightly with respect to the type of validation set (source or acquisition
mode). It was noticed that lower RMSEP and higher RPD and R2 values were
obtained for samples from FLM, where the test set was from the same source and
acquisition mode, than in the case where the test set was external (different source
or acquisition mode). Therefore, external data validation induced more variability
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Figure 5.5: Prediction of sugar acid ratio in all three apple cultivars.
and slightly reduced the model performance, but as commonly understood, this
contributes for model robustness [175, 147, 97].
Prediction models for TA had the lowest performance (lowest coefficients of
determination, lowest RPD, slope farthest from 1, largest difference between pre-
diction and calibration R2 values) relatively to TSS and TSS/TA models. The EH
had better predictive ability than the IS. In all cases, the three internal quality indi-
cators in apple fruit (TSS, TA and TSS/TA) were well predicted by means of FT-NIR
in different modes of acquisition.
5.2.6 Effect of cultivar on prediction models
Three apple cultivars were used in this work, namely Golden Delicious (GD), Granny
Smith (GS) and Royal Gala (RG). There have been more studies on apple quality fo-
cusing on single cultivar than those combining many cultivars at a time. A com-
bined study provides an inclusively more comprehensive understanding of the
subject under investigation, given that there is always variability from one culti-
var to another. The effect of apple cultivar on prediction of some internal quality
attributes using FT NIR is discussed.
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Table 5.2: A summary of FT-NIR prediction model parameters as related to apple cultivar
Source Calibration Validation waveband (cm−1)
Attribute Cult LV preproc R2 (%) RMSEC Slope R2 (%) RMSEP RPD Slope
GD 8 None 97,08 0,320 0,971 94,34 0,333 4,22 0,925 9403.7-6098.1 ; 5450.1-4246.7
TSS (oBrix) GS 8 M-Mnorm 96,95 0,271 0,969 91,48 0,374 3,44 0,903 9403.7-5446.3
RG 8 M-Mnorm 95,91 0,305 0,959 86,49 0,483 2,73 0,834 6102-4246,7
FLM TA (%) GD 6 1der+MSC 73,44 0,077 0,734 50,01 0,133 1,52 0,417 9403.7-8451; 5176.3-4246.7
GS 6 None 54,09 0.123 0,541 31,21 0,196 1,35 0,359 5450.1-4597.7
RG 7 1der+MSC 76,58 0,084 0,766 69,1 0,125 1,80 0,573 6102-5446.3; 4601.6-4246.7
TSS/TA GD 9 M-Mnorm 97,51 0,139 0,975 91,19 0,251 3,48 0,83 9403.7-7498.3; 5450.1-4246.7
GS 8 None 81,79 0,212 0,818 71,48 0,225 1,95 0,795 9403.7-8451; 5450.1-5022
RG 7 SLS 84,90 0,220 0,849 71,94 0,327 1,89 0,592 9403.7-7498.3; 6102-5446.3
GD 5 1der + MSC 95,37 0,388 0,954 75,81 0,545 2,10 0,652 9403.7-5446.3
Ch TSS (oBrix) GS 10 SLS 98,63 0,178 0,986 80,72 0,608 2,30 0,747 9403.7-6098
RG 9 1der + SLS 95,61 0,328 0,956 85,61 0,442 2,64 0,85 9403.7-7498.3; 6102-5446.3
FLM, Food Lover’s Market; Ch, Checkers retail store; TSS, total soluble solids; TA, titratable acidity; TSS/TA, sugar:acid ratio; Cult, cultivar; GD, Golden delicious
apple cultivar; GS, Granny Smith apple cultivar; RG, Royal Gala apple cultivar; RMSEC, root mean square error of calibration; RMSEP, root mean square error of
prediction; LV, latent variables ; Preproc, pre-processing method ; RPD, relative prediction deviation; SLS, straight line subtraction;.M-Mnorm, min-max
normalization; MSC, multiplicative scatter correction; 1der, first derivative; None, no spectral pre-processing;
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The values summarized in Table 5.2 are based on NIR spectral data that were ac-
quired using the MPA (both IS and SP). Internal validation (25% test vs 75% calibra-
tion) was used on samples from ’FLM’, whilst external validation was performed
on the batch ’Ch’ by choosing samples from the SP as test set and those from the IS
as calibration set (see Figure 3.5). Best prediction models for TSS were found in GD
followed by GS and then RG, for samples from ’FLM’ (with internal validation),
while this order was reversed in samples from Ch (with external validation). TA
was best predicted in RG apples followed by GD and then in GS apples. A simi-
lar order to that in TSS (GD > GS > RG), but in a different scenario, was found in
the prediction model for TSS/TA. The best model was obtained in GD, while the
model parameters in the remaining cultivars were not outstandingly distinct. We
argue that, even though the R2 value in RG was slightly higher than that found for
GS, it was noticed that GS had the lowest error of prediction of TSS/TA, a better
RPD and Slope than the one obtained for RG. The difference between R2 values for
calibration and validation was also lower in GS than in RG. We therefore report the
predictive model for GS as better than that for RG.
5.2.7 Comparison of spectral acquisition modes
It has not been possible to develop an ’all purpose’ FT-NIR system, even though
multiple functions or uses may be performed on the same system. It is understood
that spectrometers designed differently might also perform differently, if used for
the same tasks. However, there are ways of circumventing such hurdles with model
optimization. For example, the EH of the Matrix-F used in this project was de-
signed for process monitoring and allows for much larger sample sizes, while the
MPA on the other hand, although it has many modes of acquisition, has disadvan-
tages with very large sample sizes. It can be useful to compare measurements from
different designs of the same analytical method for validation purposes and the
development of new models. Here, we compare optimized prediction models that
were built based on data from three different acquisition modes and two different
FT-NIR spectrometers.
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Table 5.3: A summary of prediction models internal. The ’*’ and ’**’ indicate where external validation based on acquisition mode and source
were used, respectively.
Source Attrib Instr Calibration Validation
LV Preproc R2 (%) RMSEC slope R2 (%) RMSEP RPD Slope waveband (cm−1)
CH EH 6 SLS 90.47 0.53 0.905 89.05 0.487 3.09 0.872 9403.5-7498.1; 4601.5-4424.1
* TSS IS 10 COE 94.71 0.384 0.947 90.48 0.570 3.24 0.809 9403.7-7498.3; 6102-5446.3
* SP 5 COE 85.66 0.674 0.857 81.87 0.573 2.73 0.931 9403.7-7498.3; 4601.6-4246.7
** EH 10 1der 92.86 0.485 0.929 87.93 0.508 2.90 0.868 7502-5446.2
TSS EH 10 SNV 97.14 0.321 0.971 97.1 0.348 5.97 0.949 9403.7-5446.2; 4601.6-4246.7
IS 10 SNV 97.97 0.274 0.98 97.21 0.315 5.99 0.979 9403.7-5446.2; 4601.6-4246.7
FLM
TA EH 6 1der+SNV 72.11 0.157 0.721 68.17 0.177 1.79 0.646 9403.5-7498.1; 6101.9-5774
IS 7 SLS 75.46 0.152 0.755 58.62 0.186 1.57 0.602 9403.5-7498.1; 6102-5446.3
TSS/TA EH 6 1der+SNV 86.83 0.370 0.868 82.62 0.430 2.40 0.859 9403.5-7498.1; 6101.9-5446.2
IS 9 SNV 91.73 0.301 0.917 91.57 0.276 3.75 1.052 7425-5446.3; 4601.6-4424.1
FLM, Food Lover’s Market; Ch, Checkers retail store; EH, ’Emission head’ of the Matrix-F spectrometer; IS, ’integrating sphere’ of the MPA spectrometer; SP, ’solid
probe’ of the MPA spectrometer; TSS, total soluble solids; TA, titratable acidity; TSS/TA, sugar:acid ratio; COE, constant offset elimination; SNV, vector
normalization; RMSEC, root mean square error of calibration; RMSEP, root mean square error of prediction; LV, latent variables ; preproc, pre-processing method
; RPD, relative prediction deviation; SLS, straight line subtraction.
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The prediction model parameters summarized in Table 5.3 are a comparative
overview of the acquisition modes (EH, EH of the Matrix-F spectrometer; IS and SP
modes for the MPA) used in this work. The relative predictive ability of the spec-
trometers was dependent on quality parameters. The SP mode had the lowest pre-
diction ability for TSS ( R2=0.82, highest RMSEP=0.57 oBrix and lowest RPD=2.73)
relatively to the EH (R2=0.88, RMSEP=0.51 oBrix, RPD=2.9) and the IS (R2=0.90,
RMSEP=0.57 oBrix, RPD=3.24) with comparable slopes, where external validation
was used. Nonetheless, the SP did give the lowest number of latent variables and
the highest slope, which contributes to a relatively simpler model. In the case
where internal validation was used, the IS performed consistently better (higher
R2 and slope, better RPD and lower RMSEP) than the EH in predicting both TSS
and TSS/TA. However, the predictive parameters were very close (only different to
the hundredth) in value and with the same optimal wavebands and pre-processing
method, in the case of TSS. The IS and the EH displayed a near identical ability to
predict TSS. On the other hand, the EH outperformed the IS in the measurements
for predicting TA.
5.3 Application of GA-PLS for internal quality prediction
A genetic algorithm designed to optimize PLS regression models was used in order
to study the improvement of model performance in different scenarios (two differ-
ent spectral acquisition systems, three different apple cultivars) and for wavelength
selection. First, GA-PLS was performed on full spectra, and variable selection was
evaluated in comparison to previous research findings. Average contiguous spec-
tral data were also used as an extended tool to confirm the accuracy of the free
full spectrum based GA run. Figure 5.6 shows a graphical output of the genetic
algorithm used in this study. Among other pieces of information, the frequency of
selection of variables (A), the coefficient of determination (B), the spectra the model
is based on (C) and the cross-validated error of prediction (D) are given and are all
individually plotted against the sample number. The cutoff, indicating the best
model, is indicated by a green line or point marker. The other models, under dif-
ferent conditions, are indicated in red or blue when a certain criterion of accuracy
was specified.
Risks of over fitting may be encountered when the number of variables largely
exceeds that of the observations, which is very likely to happen for spectral data
like in NIRS. In order to check for the possibility that the GA calculations could
have been impaired by the so-called ’large p problem’ (for a “n × p” data matrix
X), the average contiguous wavelengths were used to reduce the spectral data to
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less than 200 variables. The full spectra was reduced from 2074 to 188 variables
(11 variables averaged to 1) for the IS (MPA) and from 2307 to 192 variables (12
variables averaged to 1) for the EH (Matrix). The results of variable selection in
both cases led to model performances that were closely similar in either case (see
Table 5.4).
Table 5.4: Full-spectrum PLS and GA optimized PLS model performance for predicting
soluble solids and titratable acidity in apples
R2(%) SD Var SD LV SD RMSECV SD
EH 96,16 0,11 150,80 24,11 11.00 0,98 0,38 0,01 TSS
IS 97,12 0,09 148,60 22,90 11.00 0,80 0,32 0,01
GA-PLS
EH 54,01 0,30 99,20 37,59 7.00 0,40 0,20 0,00 TA
IS 59,78 1,73 106,80 42,50 7.00 0,00 0,19 0,00
EH 95,69 0,10 61,80 9,52 12,00 0,80 0,40 0,00 TSS Avcont
IS 96,86 0,04 85,40 17,67 12,00 0,98 0,34 0,00
Slope Correl Bias RPD
EH 91,23 0,91 0,96 -0,02 10,00 3,38 0,57 TSS
IS 95,27 0,94 0,98 -0,02 10,00 4,60 0,42
PLSR
EH 42,06 0,46 0,65 0,00 6,00 1,31 0,21 TA
IS 54,07 0,58 0,74 0,00 9,00 1,48 0,19
’Avcont’, Average contiguous wavelengths were used in the GA-PLS model development; ’SD’,
standard deviation; ’correl’, correlation coefficient between predicted and real values; ’Var’, number
of variables used in the final model; LV, latent variables.
The values in Table 5.4 give a comparative overview of model performance
when GA was (sections ’GA-PLS’ and ’Avcont’) or wasn’t (section ’PLSR’) applied
to PLS regression. These values were averaged over five individual runs and stan-
dard deviations are indicated. For the PLS principal components (LV), the statisti-
cal mode was indicated instead. The PLSR models were built using 10-fold cross-
validation, without any pre-processing methods, but outliers were deleted from
the models. The following summarizes the results in Table 5.4:
• The % cross-validated explained variance expressed by the coefficient of de-
termination (R2) was relatively higher in all GA models than the full spectra
PLSR models.
• The number of variables in the GA models was reduced by more than a factor
of 12 relative to the full spectra models.
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• GA did not reduce the number of latent variables, but remained comparable
in the same attributes.
• The error of cross-validation expressed as RMSECV was improved (reduced
by 30% for the EH and by 24% for the IS) by GA in models for TSS, but re-
mained relatively the same in models for TA.
• The performance of models that were built based on average contiguous vari-
ables was relatively the same as those based on the original variables.
• The IS consistently provided better models than those based on the EH for
both modeling approaches and both quality attributes. Nonetheless, both
instruments displayed a relatively close performance in predicting these at-
tributes.
It is worth noticing that the relative performance of the acquisition modes dis-
cussed here was also realized for external validation involving optimization based
on pre-processing of spectra reported in Table 5.3.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter reported on predicting internal quality of apple fruit non-destructively,
using three acquisition modes from two FT-NIR spectrometers. The main objective
was to assess the performance of the EH of the Matrix-F spectrometer, intended
for online applications, by comparing it to the usual laboratory standard MPA and
envisaging to assess some issues of calibration transferability.
It was shown by simple PCA score plots, that fruit samples were distinct in
relation to their respective sources and they were distinguishable with respect to
spectral acquisition modes.
NIR spectral data were used to build models to predict apple internal quality
indicators (TSS, TA and TSS/TA). Various case scenarios were used to assess the
performance of models, namely the effect of cultivar and acquisition modes on
the models’ performance. The models were also optimized by using different pre-
processing techniques in various wavelength regions of the entire spectra.
Relative prediction performances with respect to cultivars varied depending
on validation approach. Validation based on source (cal: 100% FLM + 50% Ch; val:
50% Ch) resulted in the following order for prediction of TSS: GD > GS > RG (’>’
signifies ’better model performance than’). The same order was obtained in predict-
ing TSS/TA, using internal validation (up to 30% of the dataset was used for vali-
dation). The acquisition mode based validation (cal: 100% Ch(IS); val: 50% Ch(SP))
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resulted in a reversed order from above (RG > GS > GD). The large gap (10% to
≈ 20%) between the predictive and calibration values of R2 suggests that there is
a considerable divergence between the respective spectral data, even though they
were acquired on the same samples. It is, however, possible that inclusion of part
of the test data in the calibration dataset could improve the prediction results. In-
ternally validated TA showed the best prediction in RG and the worst in GS.
The comparison of acquisition modes revealed that, although the IS seemed to
outperform the EH in predicting TSS and TSS/TA and the opposite in predicting
TA, the model parameters were close in value in most of the cases and both modes
performed relatively better than the SP of the MPA. Similar results were obtained
in the GA optimized models.
In light of the demonstrated performance of the EH of the Matrix-F and the
IS mode of the MPA, it is likely that the transferability of calibrations from the IS
mode to the EH mode will present less challenges than usually encountered in this
subject matter.
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Chapter 6
Advances in prediction of bruise
severity in apples: Model
optimization using GAs
6.1 Introduction
Bruising is one of the most common surface defects in apples. Their main causal
effects are compression and collision forces. When a physical strain is applied to
a fruit, resulting in tissue damage, there may occur changes in texture, colour and
flavour [176]. The severity of the damage depends much upon the amount of me-
chanical energy applied and absorbed by the fruit [177, 178]. Bruises can take a
long time to appear and can be internal during development. They are thus an
example of latent damage [179]. It can thus be said that damage severity can be
time-dependent. Time after bruising is related to color and tissue deterioration.
Therefore, they can be used for bruise detection, i.e. in the sorting process.
It would be interesting to be able to detect bruises at an early stage of devel-
opment and thus foretell the later state of fruit quality in terms of tissue damage.
Vahid Rostampour and coworkers developed a model that can predict the apple
bruise volume in transport condition. By using vibration frequency and accelera-
tion, apple mass, curvature radius and acoustic stiffness as input parameters for a
neural network, they were able to make predictions with near-one-values of R2 and
an RMSE of 4.21 [180]. Zarifneshat et al. studied the prediction of bruise volume
as a function of radius R, temperature T, acoustical stiffness S and impact energy
(f(R,T,S,E)) or contact force (f(R,T,S,F)). In their findings, they brought to light the
relative performance of different training algorithms for ANNs in bruise volume
prediction, and concluded that their method was objective, accurate and fast to
71
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lead to a practical solution for estimating apple bruise volume [181]. In other re-
search reports, different wavelength regions of interest were reported as preferable
for bruise detection. Amongst others, wavebands were 720 - 840nm in Red Deli-
cious apples [182], 750 - 800nm in Golden Delicious apples [183] and 850 - 1030nm in
imaging Golden Delicious apples [184].
A visual inspection of the spectral curves and correlation coefficients [185], step-
wise regression [142], analyzing divergences between spectra and the average spec-
trum [186], principal component analysis [187], and others [188], are some of the
strategies used for significant wavelength selection, but no standard method ex-
ists. ElMasry et al. used partial least squares (PLS) and stepwise discrimination
analyzes to reduce high dimensionality of the spectral data, and obtained a few es-
sential wavelengths representing the whole spectrum. The input of the two meth-
ods was the raw spectral data extracted from both normal and bruised surfaces,
whereby the effective wavelengths were selected using PLS, with the variable im-
portance in projection (VIP) scores on the one hand, and the effective wavelengths
resulted from stepwise discrimination analysis, as described in [144], on the other
hand. In most of the research that was reported on studying bruising by NIR, the
focus was on segregating damaged tissue from healthy tissue [189, 144]. In this
study an important additional feature to classification was investigated. The objec-
tive was to predict bruise severity, as a tentative way of detecting bruises at their
earliest stage of development, before they are detectable by the human senses, such
as sight and touch. This study aimed at applying genetic algorithms to PLS regres-
sion models in order to improve and simplify the predictive ability of the models.
6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Exploratory data analysis
In Figure 6.1, PCA scores of NIR spectral data of bruised apple tissue are plotted
for the two first components. Scores of samples as measured after 1 hour of bruis-
ing, 1 week and 2 weeks of storage are clearly separated into clusters along the first
component. Scores for spectral observations of 1 day, 1/2 and 1 week old bruises
were dispatched in clusters overlapping with both the clusters predominated by
scores from data taken after both 1 hour and 2 weeks. It was, however, difficult to
conclude whether the clusters had to do with bruise development or not. Since the
same clusters were not confirmed by measurements done on a different spectrom-
eter (the MPA), we can only conclude that they are likely due to some changes in
the measurements’ physical setup on different days.
NIR spectral data were inspected for any trends related to storage time. In some
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Figure 6.1: PCA scores plot of NIR spectral data on bruised tissue acquired using the
Matrix-F system. 1 hour, 24 hours, 1/2 week 1 week, 2 weeks
cases spectral inspection revealed that differences in absorbance values in some
spectral regions were related to time elapsed after bruise induction. This was only
detected for apples bruised at the lowest impact energy used in this work (drop
height=20cm). In Figure 6.2 average normalized spectra of a random sample from
a bruised Royal Gala apple was plotted and such a trend is shown. Two regions
around wavenumber 10200cm−1 and 8400cm−1 are marked, and show a decrease
in absorbance with storage time.The same test was performed on unbruised ap-
ples but no such a change in absorbance values was observed. It was therefore
concluded that the decrease in absorbance values with elapsed storage time was
not due to overall moisture loss in apples that would be expected to happen dur-
ing storage. The marked regions are associated with the 2nd overtones of water
OH stretching, CH and CH2 stretching [190]. Bobelyn [173] and others [15, 172]
also found that strong carbohydrate absorbance bands exist around 10200cm−1 and
they are convoluted with the strong water band at 10300cm−1 to give the observed
broad peak. It is likely that the observed decrease in absorbance is associated to the
variation in carbohydrates and water content resulting from bruising. The same
phenomenon was noticed in spectra acquired on Golden Delicious apples, whereas
no clear conclusion could be drawn in the case of Granny Smith apples. This may
suggest that the sensitivity of the absorbance in bruised tissue to storage time is
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lower in Granny Smith apples than in the other two cultivars.
Figure 6.2: Storage time influence on absorbance in NIR spectra of Golden Delicious apple
bruised tissue. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing storage time.
6.2.1.1 Bruise measurement
Table 6.1 summarizes the range of bruise measurement values in relation to three
bruising energy levels and apple cultivar. Bruise diameter values ranged from 11.38
to 16.73mm, 11.41 to 17.54mm and 10.4 to 15.53mm in Golden Delicious, Granny
Smith and Royal Gala apples, respectively. Bruise sizes were generally comparable
in Golden Delicious and Royal Gala apples in the two lower bruising energy levels,
whereas bruises were mostly bigger in Granny Smith. Bruises in Royal Gala’ apples
were relatively more difficult to identify visually, than in the green cultivars.
Table 6.1: Measured values of reference attribute and their correspondence with calculated
impact energies and cultivar classes. Ei is the energy of impact in Joule (J); BD, the bruise
diameter in mm; and N, the number of samples used in respective categories shown in the
table. The apple cultivars Golden Delicious, Granny Smith and Royal Gala are respectively
denoted by GD, GS and RG.
Ei (J) N BD mm) Cultivar
Average Stdev N Average (BD) Stdev
0,23 62 11,89 0,47 21 21 20 11,48 12,55 11,64 0,11 0,89 0,97
0,39 90 13,58 0,44 30 30 30 14,13 13,54 13,07 0,27 0,85 0,37
0,74 79 16,02 0,77 25 27 27 16,01 16,97 15,09 0,53 0,42 0,51
GD GS RG GD GS RG GD GS RG
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Figure 6.3: Bruise diameter plotted against three slots of samples bruised at different drop
heights
A comparison of bruise diameter in the respective apple cultivars showed a slight
generalized difference at the same drop heights. Royal Gala apples had the lowest
bruise diameters, whereas Golden Delicious and Granny Smith apples had more or
less comparable measures of bruise diameter, with fluctuating values for Granny
Smith.Golden Delicious and Granny Smith apples fruit sizes appeared to be bigger
than Royal Gala apples, which may explain the difference in bruise sizes whereby
at ’high impacts’, the larger the radius of curvature the bigger the bruise would
be [191]. The variation in bruise diameter with respect to impact energy was more
consistent in Golden Delicious and Royal Gala apples than it was for the Granny Smith
cultivar. Figure 6.3 displays the variation in bruise diameter with respect to differ-
ent drop heights. On the horizontal axis are the samples grouped in intervals of 1
to 3, 4 to 6 and 7 to 10 for drop heights of 0.2, 0.35 and 0.65 m, respectively. The
vertical axis shows values of bruise diameter in mm.
6.2.2 Bruise detection
The discriminant analysis of data from the MATRIX-F spectrometer is displayed
in Figure 6.4, with bruised tissue (shown in green) is clearly differentiated from
healthy tissue (shown in blue). The scatter plot of the scores t1 vs t1o, which is
in the X space of independent variables (spectral data in this case), is important
in the analysis of a two-class separation (discrimination) problem. Here we used
the healthy tissue as a control group and the bruised tissue as a treatment group.
The discrimination between the two classes occurs in the horizontal direction (t1)
and the discrimination within class occurs in the vertical direction (along t1o). The
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method used for segregating bruised from healthy apple tissue is orthogonal PLS
discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) and 71.91% of bruised tissues versus 85.9% of
healthy ones were correctly classified. The remaining percentage fell in the over-
lapping region.
Figure 6.4: Scores plot for healthy and bruised apple tissue. Spectra were acquired on the
Matrix-F spectrometer. Category ’1’ (green) is for bruised apples and category ’2’ (blue) is
for sound apples.
An even greater discrimination was obtained on data acquired on the MPA in in-
tegrated sphere mode, whereby 89.87% of bruised apple tissue and 96% of healthy
tissue were correctly classified. The total quality of classification was 92.92%.The
scores plot for discriminant analysis orthogonal PLS is shown in Figure 6.5.
A discriminant analysis was also conducted to see if there was a difference between
the samples classified according to respective applied impact energies (the figure’s
legend is according to drop heights). Figure 6.6 depicts the score plots of the OPLS-
DA, where three groups are fairly differentiated according to impact energies. The
classification results are summarized in Table 6.2.
The correctness in classification increased with the drop height as seen in Table 6.2.
The analysis shows that the spectral data acquisition method (open non-contact
Matrix-F system) captured the differences in absorbance due to levels of tissue
damage. The apples bruised at 65cm drop height were relatively greatly segregated
from the rest (those of which drop height was either at 20 or 35cm). The misclassi-
fication among the two groups at low drop heights was high, where more than half
the samples at 20cm drop height were not properly classified. This suggests that
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Figure 6.5: Scores plot for healthy and bruised apple tissue. Spectra were acquired on the
MPA system. Category ’1’ (green) is for bruised apples and category ’2’ (blue) is for sound
apples.
Figure 6.6: Scores plot showing segregation of apple samples with respect to drop
height/energy of impact based on spectral data acquired on the Matrix-F spectrometer.
Classified categories are labeled according to respective drop height (expressed in m) used
to induce the bruises.
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Figure 6.7: Scores plot showing segregation of apple samples with respect to drop
height/energy of impact on data from the MPA. Classified categories are labeled according
to respective drop height; 20dh, 35dh and 65dh for 20 cm, 35 cm and 65 cm of drop height
used in inducing the bruises, respectively.
the spectrometer used in this case (Matrix-F) may be relatively less sensitive to less
severe bruises than it is to severe ones.
Table 6.2: Misclassification table for three levels of bruise from spectral data acquired on
the Matrix-F.
Members Correct 0.20 0.35 0.65 No class (YPred <= 0)
0.20 65 49.23% 32 29 4 0
0.35 90 71.11% 11 64 15 0
0.65 83 83.13% 4 10 69 0
No class 0 0 0 0 0
Total 238 69.33% 47 103 88 0
Fisher’s prob. 1.3 e−006
In Figure 6.7 MPA acquired bruise spectra were considered. The segregation
between bruise severity is improved compared to the previous case (see Figure 6.7).
However, unlike in the previous case, the greatest misclassification was obtained
in bruises induced from a drop height of 35cm.
The findings in these results from spectral data analysis suggest that spectral
data from the two NIR spectrometers used in this work differ from each other.
Therefore, this would imply that the individual sensitivity of either of these devices
to bruises in apples, is relatively different. The classification results summarized in
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Table 6.3: Misclassification table for three levels of bruise from spectral data acquired on
the MPA.
Members Correct 20dh 35dh 65dh No class (YPred <= 0)
20dh 62 0.84 52 6 4 0
35dh 82 0.58 11 48 23 0
65dh 81 0.98 0 2 79 0
No class 227 183 43 1 0
Total 452 0.79 246 99 107 0
Fisher’s prob. 1.7 e−6
Table 6.3 show that differentiation between bruise severity levels was better in data
from the MPA than that from the Matrix-F spectrometer by 10%.
The effect of cultivar on bruise detection is displayed in Figure 6.8. The correctness
of classification in individual cultivars was better than when they were combined,
and amounted to 96.15% for Golden Delicious (A), 94.08% for Granny Smith (B) and
95.83% for Royal Gala (C). Therefore, it is clear that better results were obtained
when apple bruises were analyzed on individual cultivars. In all three cases, a
wider spatial spread is noticed in the cluster of bruised tissues than in healthy tis-
sues. This variance is likely due to the difference in bruise severity, and will be
explored later in prediction models.
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Figure 6.8: Scores scatter plot to discriminate between bruised and healthy apple tissue in the three cultivars. In the figures legends, H and B
stand for ’healthy’ and ’bruised’ apples, respectively
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6.2.3 Bruise level prediction
Pre-processing of NIR spectra was done using Opus software/Quant package prior
to quantitative analysis. PLS regression was performed to entire spectra with no
pre-processing method at first, and then the data was subjected to a model op-
timization process by applying diverse pre-processing methods to them. Opus
software applies multiple pre-processing methods, one at a time, and to different
regions of the spectra. The pre-processing method that gave the model with the
lowest RMSECV, was selected as the best one and used for establishing the opti-
mal model. In Table 6.4 we presented a few cases where model optimization was
attempted by applying different pre-processing methods.
Table 6.4: Spectral pre-processing and prediction model performance there derived.
Instr Stor time Calibration Validation preproc
R2 RMSEE R2 RMSECV RPD Bias
EH 1h 71.57 0.88 55.93 1.02 1.51 -0.007 None
1d 67.96 1.1 64.83 1.12 1.69 -0.003 “
4d 74.27 0.77 69.53 0.802 1.81 -0.002 “
1w 95.58 0.393 81.6 0.708 2.33 0.008 “
All 58.07 1.2 46.29 1.3 1.37 0.14 None
1h 78.69 0.766 51.87 1.06 1.44 0.001 COE
1d 86.63 0.682 78.43 0.839 2.15 0.012 der2
4d 94.29 0.387 80.17 0.647 2.25 0.013
1w 98.32 0.25 87.51 0.591 2.83 -0.027 der1
2w 95.98 0.391 69.07 1.01 1.8 0.007 der2
All 59.95 1.18 40.01 1.26 1.32 -0.258 der1+MSC
IS 1h 94.82 0.431 72.66 0.847 1.91 None
1d 59.63 1.25 39.05 1.43 1.28 “
4d 20.56 1.35 3.75 1.43 1.02 -0.015 “
1w 29.66 1.57 14.35 1.66 1.08 -0.03 “
2w 93.12 0.575 75.67 0.956 2.03 -0.017 “
All 76.94 0.928 59.85 1.17 1.58 0.005 None
1h 80.36 0.771 67.38 0.909 1.75 0.056 SLS
1d 79.29 0.927 63.58 1.11 1.66 -0.044 Loc
4d 82.46 0.716 36.29 1.16 1.26 -0.074 Loc
1w 96.08 0.389 64.34 1.07 1.67 0.0044 SLS
2w 89.77 0.695 70.68 1.07 1.85 0.037 der1 + SLS
All 75.27 0.961 70.51 1 1.84 0.029 Loc
None, full spectrum with no preprocessing; COE, constant offset elimination; der1/2, first/second
derivative; MSC, multiplicative scattering correction; SLS, straight line substraction; Loc, localised
waveband with no preprocessing.
In many cases, models were improved upon applying a pre-processing method
which, in some cases, consisted only in restricting the model to a certain region of
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wavelengths. In some other cases, the best model performance was obtained by
using the entire spectrum. It was also noticed that pre-processing methods that
best optimized the models varied depending on the type of cross-validation used.
Figure 6.10 displays the predictability of 1 to 2 hours old bruise damages in apple
tissue by NIR spectroscopy, by using ’Multiplicative scatter correction’ as the pre-
processing technique. In comparison to a non pre-processed data based model in
Figure 6.9, it is noted that the PLS regression prediction model performance error
was improved by almost 11%.
Figure 6.9: Cross-validated model to predict 1-2h old bruises in apple tissue using full
spectra of the Matrix-F spectrometer.
Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 represent a typical example where a model is best
without any pre-processing. In Figure 6.12 the model is improved by simply re-
moving outliers in the calibration (model estimation) step, whereas in Figure 6.13 a
relatively smaller improvement of the original model (Figure 6.11) was obtained by
applying a straight line subtraction to the spectra as a pre-processing method. It is
to be understood that applying pre-processing methods always lead to restraining
the model to some regions of the spectra, but in some cases such as this, the best
performance of the model was obtained by using the whole region of the spectrum.
6.2.3.1 Cultivar specific analysis
Various factors and their effects on bruise prediction were investigated, namely
apple cultivar, storage time, and all inclusive dataset. In Figure 6.14(A) measured
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Figure 6.10: Cross-validated model to predict 1-2h old bruises in apple tissue using Multi-
plicative scatter correction to pre-process spectra from the Matrix-F spectrometer.
Figure 6.11: Cross-validated model to predict 1-2h old bruises in apple tissue using whole
spectra from the integrated sphere of the MPA NIR spectrometer
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Figure 6.12: Cross-validated model to predict 1-2h old bruises in apple tissue after outlier
deletion. The spectral data was acquired by using the integrated sphere of the MPA NIR
spectrometer
Figure 6.13: Cross-validated model to predict 1-2h old bruises in apple tissue using Straight
line subtraction to pre-process spectra from the integrated sphere of the MPA NIR spec-
trometer.
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bruise diameters are plotted against predicted bruise diameters. The error of cross-
validated prediction is 1.35 and with a 48.55% goodness of fit for all the cultivars
combined. However, bruise predictability was more effective whithin single cul-
tivars. Figure 6.14, (B), (C) and (D) display the plot of observed versus predicted
values of bruise size in Golden Delicious, Granny Smith and Royal Gala, respectively.
A good prediction performance was obtained in all the three cases, whereby the
R2 values were 63.37% for Royal Gala, 77.8% for Granny Smith and 72.1% for Golden
Delicious. The best prediction error was found in Royal Gala, followed by Golden
Delicious apples. The cross-validated prediction error values ranged from 1.086 to
1.226.
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Figure 6.14: Observed versus predicted values of the bruise size. Predictor data were acquired with the Matrix-F spectrometer.
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Table 6.5 summarizes the performance of PLS regression models developed on
apple bruises with respect to individual cultivars separately. The results of pre-
diction model performance were similar in the sense that in both modes of data
acquisition (Matrix-F and MPA) the best model performance was found in Golden
Delicious and Royal Gala. By considering the RMSECV as of higher importance than
R2 in determining the model performance, we argue that Golden Delicious apples’
low RMSECV on the Matrix-F side and lowest on the MPA side set it as markedly
better model performance in both modes of acquisition and highest overall, fol-
lowed by Royal Gala. The model performance obtained in Granny Smith apples
was rated lowest of all the cultivars, with the highest RMSECV in both acquisition
modes.
Table 6.5: Apple cultivar effect on bruise prediction models.
R2 RMSECV LV
Matrix-F GD 0,72 1,09 1+5
GS 0,78 1,23 1+8
RG 0,63 1,09 1+5
All 0,49 1,35 1+5
MPA GD 0,93 0,61 1+7
GS 0,62 1,32 1+3
RG 0,74 0,99 1+6
All 0,62 1,29 1+5
The latent variables (LV) were presented in terms of OPLS projection (1 predictive component +
orthogonal components).
It is also to be noted that the model predictive ability for the all inclusive dataset
was better on the MPA data than it was for the Matrix-F.
6.2.4 Variable importance
In NIR spectroscopy of bruised apple tissue, spectral data are determined from the
response of certain chemical compounds and various textural features to different
wavelengths in the NIR region. Some wavelengths will inspire specific responses
that best describe the attributes in question and their contribution to PLS models
differ from the others’. The measure of variable importance in projection (VIP) was
used to determine the effective wavelengths for the PLS models. VIP values were
calculated for each variable by summing the squares of the PLS loading weights,
weighted by the amount of sum of squares explained in each model component.
Figure 6.15 shows the importance of variables both to explain X and to correlate
to Y, sorted from high to low. Important variables have values that are larger than
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one. In the PLS model generated from the all inclusive batch (the three cultivars
put together), these variables were marked in red. From Figure 6.15(B) it seems that
only important variables in both Granny Smith and Royal Gala were also important
for the all inclusive batch, whereas no important variables for Golden Delicious did
contribute for the latter.
Over 800 variables were found to have values larger than 1 and thus important,
in each case model. In Figure 6.16 VIP values greater than 1 are plotted against
their corresponding variables. Figure 6.16(A) shows the plot based on variables
that are most involved in the PLS model for the all inclusive batch (marked in
yellow), and shows how these same variables are represented in individual apple
cultivar based models. It is noticeable that wavelengths in the regions from 800
to 1150 nm, 1240 to 1286 nm, 1881 to 1885 nm and 2764 to 2770 nm were the most
important for the prediction model of the all inclusive batch. It also shows that
these wavelength regions were also important for the Golden Delicious model. The
two last regions are, however, not important for the other two cultivars, given that
the VIP values corresponding to them are smaller than 1. From these results, it
is advisable that apple bruise PLSR models that include all these three cultivars
would perform better in their common wavelength region, that is 800-1150 nm.
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Figure 6.16: Variable importance for the projection plotted against wavelengths in nm. (A) Important variables for the all inclusive batch model,
with the same variables plotted for individual batches. In (B), (C) and (D) are important variables specific for individual batches, namely Golden
Delicious, Granny Smith and Royal Gala cultivars respectively. The spectral data were acquired by the MPA spectrometer only.
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VIP values were used to determine the wavelength regions that are most influ-
ential in predicting bruise severity. As seen in Figures 6.16(B), 6.16(C) and 6.16(D),
favored wavelength regions are 800-1300nm, 1406-1508nm, 1872-2152nm and 2274-
2780nm for Golden Delicious, 800-1146nm for Granny Smith, and 800-1385nm and
1605-1748nm for Royal Gala, respectively.
6.2.5 Regression using genetic algorithm: GA-PLS
In this study, the GA described in [114] was used. The dataset was comprised of
two parts, namely the reference values (Y=bruise size) and the spectral data (X).
The dataset was sorted according to the Y variable so as establish a similarity in the
range and dispersion of the Y variable in each deletion group.The cross validation
used the ’venetian blind’ technique with 5 leave-out groups.
The genetic algorithm toolbox contains five main programs, and the following
steps were followed. A function that returns an average percent variance explained
in cross validation was used to determine whether it is suitable to use GA on the
dataset. Values that are <10 are acceptable, and in our case values <5 were ob-
tained. This function also offers an option to determine how many evaluations
are safe to use, in order to avoid overfitting [114]. This check was also performed
and different values were obtained in different instances, and thereafter used with
the function that implements the GA-PLS method. The latter was then run on the
dataset to generate optimal PLS models upon applying the GA.
GA-PLS analysis of data from the Matrix-F spectrometer yielded high regression
coefficients of up to R2 = 73.98% and very low errors of prediction RMSECV be-
tween 1.43 and 0.96 for spectra acquired after 2 weeks and 24 hours, respectively.
An improvement of up to 20% in error of prediction was achieved, in comparison
to full spectrum based models.
On the other hand, the analysis conducted on data acquired using the MPA (inte-
grated sphere mode) showed that the GA-PLS method improved data by a margin
of 33%, with R2 values of up to 88.69% and RMSECV between 1.22 and 0.61.
6.2.6 Variable selection
The genetic algorithm used here generates, as part of the outputs, the frequency of
selection for variables used in developing the model. Given that the GA method
involves randomized processes, it was necessary to get a global view by compiling
the results from five consecutive runs. A plot was also generated to showcase the
regions of the spectra that were favored by the selection process. Figure 6.19 is an
example of such a plot. Figure 6.17 shows the variable selection frequency plotted
against the variable IDs for spectra acquired with the integrated sphere mode of the
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Table 6.6: A comparison of results obtained from GA-PLS and whole spectrum PLSR anal-
ysis, from both the Matrix-F and MPA NIR spectral data of bruise.
Instrument Full spectra GA
R2(%) RMSECV LV R2(%) RMSECV LV var
Matrix-F 1hour 22.08 1.56 5 56.67 1.17 5 57
1day 67.88 1.07 4 73.98 0.96 4 137
1week 50.07 1.21 8 75.03 0.84 10 180
2weeks 35.48 1.37 6 43.32 1.42 5 38
MPA 1hour 52.46 1.18 6 87.67 0.61 10 58
1day 38.94 1.43 8 64.01 1.1 6 25
1week 67.45 1.02 7 80.28 0.74 11 117
2weeks 35.16 1.59 5 65.41 1.17 5 76
MPA after two weeks of storage. The cutoff value for the best model is indicated by
the green line. Variables most favorably selected and used in final models ranged
from 800-850 nm, 890-980 nm, 1740-1860 nm and 2137-2700 nm, for spectra acquired
on the MPA.
Figure 6.17: Plot of frequency of selection for variables in the NIR spectra from the MPA
after two weeks of storage.
As for spectra acquired with the MATRIX-F spectrometer, Figure 6.18 shows the
frequency for variable selection plotted against the variable number. Wavelengths
were calculated from wavenumbers corresponding to favored regions of the spec-
tra. It was noted that variables ranging from 11990 to 10415 cm−1 (≈ 830- 960 nm),
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1010 to 1020 nm, 4000 to 4050 cm−1 (≈ 1770 - 1830 nm) and 1900 to 2050 nm were
favored in PLS-GA models of bruised tissue, for spectra acquired on the MATRIX-F
spectrometer.
Figure 6.18: A typical plot of frequency of selection for variables in the NIR spectra from
the Matrix-F spectrometer. 31 variables were selected for the best model.
It has been noted that different opinions concerning the NIR wavebands char-
acteristic of bruises in apples were reported in the past. Geola et al. proposed
a procedure for detection of damaged tissue in Golden Delicious apples, a classi-
fication function was obtained in the region of 750 to 800 nm [183]. More apple
tissue classification studies based on reflectance spectra were conducted where, in
most cases, the most significant wavelengths were found in the range of 690 - 850
nm [182, 192, 193]. Kleynen et al., working with a VIS/NIR spectrometer developed
a method to detect defects on bicolour apple fruit (Jonagold). The most significant
wavelengths were found in the NIR range (700-920 nm or 14.285-10.869 cm−1) [194].
According to Lammertyn and associates, the light penetration depth of NIR radia-
tion in Jonagold apple tissue was the highest in the region 700-900 nm [195]. Hence,
Kleyman associated their observations to the latter wavelength region.
The variable selection from the Matrix-F spectral data resulted in favored wave-
bands that generally coincided with those obtained from the spectra acquired with
the MPA. In both cases, there is an agreement with the reported findings on wave-
bands that most influence bruise detection in various apple cultivars. In Figure
6.19 favored wavebands selected in five different GA runs in averaged contiguous
wavelengths are marked.
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Figure 6.19: A typical plot of regions of the spectra that were favored by variable selection
using GA-PLS
6.3 Conclusions
A study of apple bruising was conducted on three apple varieties. Bruises were
physically introduced in the apple tissues in a controlled manner, and their sizes
used as reference measurements. Two configurations of NIR spectroscopy were
used for data acquisition and the spectral data used for bruise detection studies and
as predictor of bruise size. The study of bruise detection, using orthogonal partial
least squares discriminant analysis, revealed that fruit cultivar had an influence on
bruise detectability. Golden Delicious apples proved to be the easiest of the three
cultivars in allowing discrimination of bruised apple tissues from healthy ones.
Prediction of bruise severity was conducted by studying the cross-validated PLS
models performance estimated by the RMSECV. The two modes of NIR spectral
acquisition proved to have comparable predictive abilities in general, but time-
wise best predictions were obtained on data from different days of apple storage
on either spectrometer.
Prediction of bruise severity was done using PLS regression models and genetic
algorithms combined with PLS. A good model performance was obtained in full
spectra based PLSR, with cross-validated error of up to 1.02. Cultivar influence on
model performance was also evaluated, and best model performance was obtained
for Golden Delicious in both acquisition modes. The storage time influence on model
performance led to inconclusive results. It is, however, possible that a study of
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the evolution of chemical changes in the bruised tissue during storage could shine
more light on this. A comparison of both modeling methods (full spectra based
PLSR and GA-PLS) revealed that GA-PLS improved model performance by at least
10% and up to 40% , relative to full spectrum PLS.
Variable selection was used to determine effective wavelengths for predicting
bruises in apple tissue. Two methods were used in order to ensure consistency
in the results of the selection. The variable selection methods used were based
on VIP values and GA-PLS. The VIP method resulted in four, one and two effective
wavelength regions of the spectra for Golden Delicious, Granny Smith and Royal Gala,
respectively. All the cultivars had one common region, namely 800-1150nm, in
which is also represented, the wavelength region (750-900nm) repeatedly reported
in previous research reports as the best wavelength region to describe bruises in ap-
ples. We have comparatively shown that effective wavelengths in modeling apple
bruises differ in apple cultivars and what they are for these three cultivars. Results
from variable selection by using the GA-PLS method, on the other hand, mainly
favored four wavebands located at the lower, middle and higher wavelength re-
gions of the used spectra. The MPA had wider bands in all spectral regions and
both acquisition modes had two wavebands in common, namely 830-960nm and
1770-1830nm. Future studies may focus on specificity about the rarely reported
wavebands in this regard.
From an industrial application point of view, understanding the exact factors
that chemically set the apple bruise apart from healthy tissue will add value to
improve accuracy in bruise detection or even external defect identification. It is
suggested that, for future studies, chemical changes in the bruised tissue would be
investigated in relation to NIRS of bruises.
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General summary and conclusions
Two major analytical tools for non-destructive quality evaluation of agricultural
products were used in this project. The objective was to bring to light some of
their unexplored potential and use current advanced and exhaustive techniques
to maximize the performance in prediction methods, in order to pave the way for
future developments needed for their industrial use.
The SQUID detected ULF NMR was used to study various quality parameters
in banana during ripening. Relaxation times (longitudinal and transverse) were
the NMR parameter that were correlated to physico-chemical attributes measured
using traditional standard laboratory methods. Averaged T1 proved to be better in
characterizing the ripening process of banana fruit than T2. Attributes indicating
changes in color (a, h and TCD), soluble solid content, sugar:acid ratio were the best
at describing the ripening process, with the best correlation to the NMR parameter
T1, and also the best prediction of ripening index. A time resolved distribution of
relaxation time was obtained on bananas at different degrees of ripeness, using an
algorithm that implements the inverse Laplace transform and designed for NMR
relaxation decays. Two peaks were obtained in general, and were characteristic of
one slow and one fast relaxation time. The results of the Laplace inversion were
somehow irregular, whereby replicated NMR free induction decays (FIDs) of the
same sample didn’t necessarily result in the same distribution of relaxation times,
i.e. different peak amplitudes or relaxation component values. There was no evi-
dent change in values of the relaxation time components with respect to differences
in the degrees of ripening. It was left out as a further investigation of determining
to which degree the inaccuracy of the transform may be associated to either the
convergence algorithm used or the acquisition system.
Non-destructive prediction of internal quality of apple fruit used three acqui-
sition modes from two FT-NIR spectrometers. The main objective was to assess
the performance of the emission head (EH) of the Matrix-F spectrometer, intended
96
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for online applications, by comparing it to the usual laboratory standard MPA and
envisaging to assess some issues of calibration transferability.
A PCA scores plot showed that fruit samples were distinguishable with respect
to spectral acquisition modes and source.
Prediction of apple internal quality indicators (TSS, TA and TSS/TA) was done
taking into account different scenarios, such as the effect of cultivar and acquisi-
tion modes on the models’ performance. The models were also optimized by us-
ing different pre-processing techniques in various wavelength regions of the entire
spectra.
Relative prediction performances with respect to cultivars varied depending
on validation approach. Validation based on source (cal: 100% FLM + 50% Ch;
val: 50% Ch) resulted in the order, GD > GS > RG, for the prediction of TSS, where
’>’ stands for ’better model performance than’. The same order was obtained in
predicting TSS/TA, using internal validation (up to 30% of the dataset was used
for validation). The acquisition mode based validation (cal: 100% Ch(IS); val: 50%
Ch(SP)) resulted in a reversed order from above (RG > GS > GD). The large gap
(10% to ≈ 20%) between the predictive and calibration values of R2 suggested
that there is a considerable divergence between the respective spectral data, even
though they were acquired on the same samples. It is, however, possible that in-
clusion of part of the test data in the calibration dataset will improve the prediction
results. Internally validated TA showed the best prediction in RG and relatively
worst prediction in GS.
The comparison of acquisition modes revealed that, although the IS seemed
to outperform the EH in predicting TSS and TSS/TA , with the opposite true in
predicting TA, the model parameters were close in value in most of the cases and
both modes performed relatively better than the SP of the MPA. Similar results
were obtained in GA optimized models.
In light of the demonstrated performance of the EH of the Matrix-F spectrom-
eter and the IS mode of the MPA, it is likely that the transferability of calibrations
from the IS mode to the EH mode would present fewer challenges than usually
encountered in this subject matter.
Part of the project that was conducted using the FT-NIR technique, focused on
the study of mechanical damages physically induced in apples. Distinguishing be-
tween bruised and intact tissue of apple fruit was achieved with high classification
accuracy (up to 96%) using OPLS-DA applied on NIR spectral data. PLS score plots
were able to clearly segregate between spectra characteristic of bruises at different
degrees of severity. Bruised tissue discrimination was cultivar sensitive, whereby
the best discriminating power was obtained in Golden Delicious apples, followed by
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Royal Gala and Granny Smith, in descending order. The same order was obtained in
the prediction of bruise severity, with the model performance assessed according
to cross-validated error of prediction (RMSECV).
Genetic algorithm optimized models were significantly improved in prediction
error, relative to the full spectrum models. Variable selection was performed using
both VIP values and GA. VIP values revealed that individual cultivars had par-
ticular wavebands that were most favorably descriptive of bruising in them, but
also one wavelength region was common to all three cultivars. Genetic algorithm
variable selection revealed an almost similar set of wavebands for both acquisition
modes and maintained the common region to all the three cultivars as found in the
VIP method.
7.1 Summary of original contributions
The aim of this project was to apply advanced methods in spectroscopic techniques
that are considered to be on top of the chain in non-destructive techniques as far
as spectroscopy is concerned. The endgame was to bring about the possibilities for
future applications that would be especially relevant for the South African horti-
cultural sector.
7.1.1 Fruit quality studies by ultra-low field SQUID-NMR
Nuclear magnetic resonance is considered as holding immense potential in probing
material properties, versatile in non-destructive measurements and proven to be a
successful tool for studying the properties of vegetal tissue. Practical applications
in line with the horticultural sector are mainly based on relaxation measurements at
low magnetic fields. Developmental progress towards industrial applications have
been addressing both hardware and acquisition techniques, and data interpretation
related issues, in order to meet the industrial conveniences. In most reports of pre-
vious case studies, relaxation data were extracted from MRI images and/or largely
focused on transverse relaxation time (T2), were completely or partly destructive
and were usually limited to studying changing trends in values of T2. In this work,
intact banana fruits were used and attention was given to longitudinal relaxation
time (T1). It was shown that average T1 was a good descriptor of the ripening
process of banana fruit, a potentially good predictor of the ripening index of ba-
nana and most highly related to specific changes in color indicators including total
color difference. It was also shown that flavor related attributes in banana, such
as total soluble solids which are mainly composed of sugars, and sugar:acid ratio
were highly related to T1. The measurement of average relaxation data is relatively
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faster than acquisition of data for image processing and the use of this approach
could contribute in saving processing time as another step forward in addressing
the sorting speed of industrial conveyor systems. A rough profile of multicom-
ponent T1 was produced, and should be useful in further investigations to under-
stand the microchanges that occur in banana during ripening. The methodology
used here should be easily reproducible for other fruits or similar food stuff.
7.1.2 Fruit quality studies by NIR spectroscopy
It is widely recognized that near infrared spectroscopy and imaging are powerful
tools in studying the properties of material. They have been used in both destruc-
tive and non-destructive measurements of food related things quite reliably and
extensively. In the horticultural industry, NIRS is seen as a potential tool for fruit
sorting based on internal quality. In hyperspectral imaging for internal quality,
image processing is relatively time consuming, and is better fit for damage and
defects. The NIRS, though fit for chemical attributes, it still faces challenges that
include high sorting or processing speeds, selective performance relative to sample
(fruit) sizes and structure. Building calibrations based on selective wavelengths is
a contributing solution towards solving the issue of processing speed, and calibra-
tions that are inclusive of biological and instrumental variability are a significant
basis for alleviating the issues of selective performance and promoting a collabora-
tive network with other users, to facilitate calibration transfers.
A variety of FT-NIR acquisition modes was used together with three cultivars
of apple fruit, to build prediction model of some internal quality features. Vari-
able selection was proven to be crucial to achieving good prediction of titratable
acids. Total soluble solids were highly predictable with FT-NIR, but also prediction
performance improved through variable selection. Variable selection was done us-
ing both model optimization implemented in Bruker Opus software and genetic
algorithm combined with PLS (GA-PLS). Different scenarios for validation, that
involved combination of fruit cultivars, source and/or spectral acquisition modes
were used for testing the models. It was found that there is a high similarity in the
spectral profile (little signal shift) and predictive ability of flavor related attributes
in apples by both the integrating sphere of the FT-NIR MPA and the emission head
of the FT-NIR Matrix-F. The latter has been undergoing tests for an effective use
inline (in some packing houses in the region), since long exposures turned into
samples heating quickly, which affects spectral data. The heating rate, however
reduced by exposing the samples with fewer lamps (i.e. 2 instead of 4). Therefore,
the similarities demonstrated between both spectrometers modes could be a con-
tributing factor in easing constraints related to calibration transfer between the two
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systems.
7.1.3 Prediction of bruise severity in apples
External appearance is of key importance in determining consumer choices, and
external defects in apples are the main factors that lead to product depreciation in
the market place. Therefore, they represent a high-value feature in fruit sorting.
Bruise damages are the most common external defects in apple fruit. They were
studied on many accounts, as previously reported, using NIR spectroscopy. Re-
ports have highlighted either a number of individual wavelengths or wavebands
that contribute for the detection of bruises. In most studies, single cultivar or mul-
tiple cultivars (with individual models) were used, and also a great deal of studies
used the VIS/NIR range, where the NIR range was partially used. In general, it
has been shown that variable selectivity is inherent with effective bruise detection
in apples.
Here we investigated both the detection of bruise and prediction of bruise sever-
ity in three apple cultivars and their individual effects on variable selectivity, using
a full range of NIR spectrum. All inclusive (all three cultivars combined) and exclu-
sive (individual cultivar considered) models were considered. In both detectability
and prediction studies, exclusive models were found to have better performance
than all inclusive ones. Also, individual cultivars had unique favored wavebands
whereas, altogether, a common favored waveband was found that coincided essen-
tially with the wavebands, most commonly reported as having the main effects on
bruise damage in apples. In other words, we have shown the specificity of apple
cultivar on variable selection in bruise damage related studies. Variable selection
consisted in two methods, namely, variable importance in projection (VIP) and GA
which follow different approaches, for validation purposes.
Our study of apple quality, both internal and external using NIR spectroscopy,
adds value to the board of knowledge in line with non-destructive measurements
of quality attributes of horticultural products and falls in line with developmental
trends towards industrial applications.
7.2 Limitations and future prospects
This project originally started with a focus on the application of SQUID-NMR tech-
niques to the horticultural industry. The aim was to further the knowledge in un-
derstanding low resolution NMR studies of quality in agricultural products, to de-
velop models for quality testing of fruits and address the issues that hinder the in-
dustrial applications of the low-field NMR in horticulture and similar fields, such
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as foods in general. The hope was to advance the practical aspects of nondestruc-
tive applications of the SQUID-NMR, especially in relevance to the horticultural
industry in the region.
Before the end of the first year in this project, the SQUID-NMR system that was
intended for this project, for some reason, broke down and the process of insur-
ance claiming for reparations took more than 8 months, followed by the additional
time thereafter for parts ordering, fixing and shipping the NMR sensor (SQUID
probe) back from Taiwan. A year passed within which very little significant work
was done that directly contributed to this thesis. Even after the SQUID probe was
received, it did not perform as well as was expected, probably due to improper
transportation during shipping.
Since this SQUID-NMR spectrometer was the only one in the region that could
allow for the study in question and was not operational, this project could not
continue as originally planned. An alternative solution had to be found, and a new
proposal had to be devised, which would allow to further the work without greatly
jeopardizing the overall objective of the project.
NIR spectroscopy offered non-destructive capabilities with advanced prospects
for industrial use, such as low cost and/or inline applications. Therefore both ad-
vanced techniques, namely the SQUID-NMR and NIRS, were incorporated in the
initial objective framework of the project.
The SQUID-NMR studies brought some new findings to light, but not without
difficulties. The average spin-spin relaxation time T2 had poor predictive ability
for banana ripening. However, as previously reported in the literature [196], the
multicomponent relaxation based approach found that the T2 component pertain-
ing to water in the vacuole, described the ripening process in banana fairly well.
The calculation of multicomponent T2 distribution was not successfully achieved
in this project and hence couldn’t be used for further analysis. The issue was mostly
due to the presence of high noise levels between the echoes of the spin-echo signal,
which made the Laplace inversion algorithm that was used unable to properly cal-
culate the transforms. Pre-processing of the echo signal, by cutting off the trenches
of noise, would likely improve the quality of the raw data. Most, if not all multi-
component T2 based studies used signals with hundred or thousands of echoes.
The design or optimal capabilities of our spectrometer allowed for 10 echoes at
best, and this would still diminish the richness of information possibly extractable
from the T2 resolved spectra, especially in complex foods. Optimising the time be-
tween the pi pulses would seem like another option to circumvent this hurdle, but
the noise in the echo signals seemed to change from day to day. It was thought
that there could have been some electromagnetic disturbances in the surrounding
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area or else some functions were not optimal, since the spectrometer was still in its
infancy, as far as commercial SQUID-NMR availability was concerned.
The study based on the spin-lattice relaxation time, however, showed promise.
Good description of banana ripening and correlation to ripening associated changes
in attributes, such as some color features and sugar content, amongst others, were
obtained. Calculation of the T1 resolved distribution of relaxation times for multi-
component based studies was carried out by trying out adjusting various parame-
ters to ensure stable transforms. Two main T1 components were found to pertain
to intact banana, but the transforms were mostly consistent per single NMR raw
signal (single FID). An alternative multicomponent generation method, such as
in [45, 197], amongst others, would be beneficial to determine whether the consis-
tency in the transforms had to do with the nature of the data or the accuracy of the
algorithm used.
Multicomponent NMR relaxation time studies are the way forward in low-
resolution NMR methods, one- and multi-dimensional. There has been a number
of studies on porous media [198] and vegetal tissue [199] and there is still plenty of
room for research to help understand the embedded properties of water contain-
ing material, describe processes on a micro-cellular level, address the issues of peak
assignments and more features that are only available through NMR at low fields.
It has also to be noted that, for more practical purposes, this work was done
on ’intact bananas’ with higher variability in sampling, since, unlike many studies
where a banana was left to ripen while small parts of it were progressively cut off
for analysis [83]. Such a procedure exposed bananas to injury-like tissue textural
changes and tissue degradations on the edge that was cut off. The sampling in this
project consisted of randomly choosing intact bananas from a larger cluster on each
measurement day, in order to also represent variability that may occur in a batch
during the ripening process. This contributes for a value-added on a more realistic,
non-destructive study for practical/industrial uses and is in accord with previous
recommendations by Ribeiro and coworkers to rather use intact banana for such a
study [150]
As argued in Chapter 1, NIRS shows a lot of promise, and has been used ex-
tensively. New developments and applications are found year after year [145, 200].
Online use of NIR spectroscopy is an invaluable attraction in the horticultural field,
as well as user friendly handheld devices. PLS models are very commonly used in
NIR spectroscopy for various purposes [201, 122, 202]. The high dimensionality of
the NIR spectral data induces model complexity, but since not all wavelengths (x
variables) are always necessarily relevant to the problem at hand, variable selec-
tion methods can be used, thus reducing the high dimensionality problem. Opti-
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mal model performance can also be achieved when some optimization methods are
used. Another problem often encountered is that of calibration transfer, whereby a
model developed on one instrument rarely works on another instrument, even that
of the same type [15].
The study of some internal quality indicators of apple was investigated in three
apple cultivars and three different Fourier transform NIR (FT-NIR) acquisition modes.
The influence of cultivar and that of spectral acquisition mode on model perfor-
mance was studied. By involving the variability induced by both the variety of
acquisition modes used here and the different apple cultivars and sources, strong
calibration models were developed and it was found that the emission head (EH)
of the Matrix-F spectrometer had properties that would increase the models’ com-
patibility between itself and the integrating sphere mode (IS) of the MPA. In other
words, results indicate that calibration transfer between the EH and IS is likely to
be relatively simpler than in many cases. Since the EH was intended for online ap-
plications, calibration transfer from the more commonly used, more available MPA
gives many opportunities for database construction and with relatively reduced
challenges to face in the process.
Model optimization for internal quality used pre-processing, and genetic al-
gorithms (GA) validated the influences of instruments on prediction model per-
formances. There exist alternative variable selection and optimization methods,
but all have individual limitations. However, combinations of some algorithms
can compensate for individual methods’ limitations and may improve the perfor-
mance (computing time and precision) in some cases [106]. For advanced variable
selection methods and optimization, a combination of methods is advisable [203].
In the study of mechanical damage (bruising) in apple fruits, various softwares
were used, each of which had limitations and slight variations in the algorithms
used. The ’Bruker’OPUS Quant2 method is a purely PLS-based tool, and discrim-
ination of bruises from sound tissue was impossible. Also the suggested latent
variables in the final models were, in some cases, corresponding to the model with
the lowest error, according to the RMSECV (P) versus rank plot. Also, even when
outliers had been removed from the PCA plot, there were cases where more data
points were marked as outliers, even though it didn’t seem to be the case. It was up
to the author to decide on what ought to be treated as such and discarded from the
model. In this vein, we had to compare models built in another software package,
called SIMCA (from Umetrics). The latter was also used to carry out discriminant
analysis. SIMCA favors orthogonal PLS, and has shown to perform better than the
usual PLS, even though it concentrated most important variance in one component
and the rest in components that are orthogonal to the first.
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Bruise prediction models had poor performance and thus optimization and
variable selection was an eminent solution to adopt. Model optimization by pre-
processing was done using OPUS, but this presets some wavelength regions and
juggles around with pre-processing methods and their combinations within those
preset regions. Even though it has been found to improve models in most cases,
some important variables may be left behind. A genetic algorithm was used in
combination with PLS to further optimize the models and proved to be very ef-
fective. Since variable selection seemed crucial to NIR bruise prediction [140], the
variable importance in projection (VIP) method was also used to select effective
wavelengths and thereby used to validate GA’s variable selection results.
Both GA and VIP methods resulted in wavelength regions that were spread
from the beginning to the end of the spectra. These wavebands were not com-
pletely the same, but had commonalities and especially, one consistently common
waveband, regardless of the cultivar considered. Nonetheless, only VIP values
higher than 1 were considered and corresponded to highly influential variables.
Some authors considered ’medium influence’ variables, of which VIP values are
situated between 0.8 and 1 [143]. This considered, the favored wavebands could
be extended but, of course, would not affect the results found in this work. The
challenge remains to develop a method to quantitatively assess accurately the ex-
tent of internal damage to fruits induced by external force [204]. Also, additional
investigation using other variable selection methods can be used if one intended to
raise the level of precision and maybe make a final decision on the selected wave-
lengths specific for their application. For future reference, it should be noted that
for practical applications, bruise detection or fruit segregation based on bruises
can be achieved by setting up thresholds for bruise/healthy tissue conditions and
customization routine for the selection system (in sorting lines for instance). The
margins could be set for one tissue condition, and the test would be done for iden-
tifying the other.
This project used practical experimental studies of fruit quality using two ad-
vanced [205] analytical spectroscopy techniques to further research towards non-
destructive and online application of NIRS and SQUID-NMR. Insight is given on
future prospects for industrial applications.
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